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Dielectric elastomer (DE) actuators are electromechanical transducers that essentially
consist of one layer of an insulating soft elastomer coated on both sides with com-
pliant electrodes. When a voltage is applied between the electrodes, an electrostatic
pressure deforms the elastomer triggering the motion of the actuator. In this the-
sis, this principle is exploited for the development of three different actuators: an
electroactive compression bandage, a hydrostatically coupled actuator for use in the
field of soft manipulators and a dielectric elastomer based inchworm-like robot able
to perform locomotion. By doing so, several challenges related to the design, to the
modeling and to the manufacturing of this kind of devices are raised and tackled.
During the development of the electroactive compression bandage, the issue of
electrical insulation and prevention of electrical discharge in wearable devices was
addressed by using coating layers as an interface between the DE actuator and the
human body. Both experimental investigations and a finite electro-elasticity analyti-
cal model showed that the passive layers play a key role for an effective transmission
of the actuation from the active layers to the load. Indeed, the model showed that by
increasing the number of electroactive layers, the pressure variation can be increased,
although with a saturation trend, providing a useful indication for future designs of
such bandages.
The second piece of work here reported consists in a design upgrade of the Hy-
drostatically Coupled Dielectric Elastomer Actuator (HC-DEA), already known in the
literature, that enable its use in the field of soft manipulators. The new design fea-
tures segmented electrodes, which stand as four independent elements on the active
membrane of the actuator, enabling it for generating both out of plane and in plane
motions. This novel design makes the actuator suitable for delicate transportation of
a flat object. This capability was proven via an experimental investigation in which
a flat Petri dish was roto-translated on a platform composed of two actuators. The
electromechanical transduction performance of the actuator was characterized and
its contact mechanics was modeled.
Finally, a smart robot structure that exploits anisotropic friction to achieve stick-
slip locomotion is presented. The robot, which is made out just of a plastic beam,
a planar dielectric elastomer actuator and four bristle pads with asymmetric rigid
metallic bristles, exploits the resonance condition to reach the maximum locomotion
speed. The fundamental frequency of the structure, which was estimated both ana-
lytically and numerically, was identified within the range of frequencies in which the
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With the advent of the so-called “Soft Robotics", soft materials are increasingly used
for the development of both robots and their sub-components [1, 2]. With respect
to the traditional “rigid" robotics, this new field aims at building robots with highly
compliant materials, exploiting the continuum deformation with theoretically an in-
finite number of degrees-of-freedom, often inspired by biological organisms [3]. By
exploiting the adaptability of such materials, as well as new design architectures, soft
robots can accomplish a large variety of tasks that are impossible to perform by using
rigid materials [4, 5]. Nowadays, soft robots and soft actuators are expanding their
influence well beyond the traditional fields: from manufacturing and automation,
they are rapidly approaching healthcare and human-robot cooperative manipulation.
Therefore, the interaction with humans is set to be unavoidable, in particular for the
case of wearable devices.
Since the beginning of this new research field, that can be dated back to the 1980s
with the development of the first artificial muscles based on contractile polymers [6],
several materials and actuation methods to convert chemical or electrical energy into
mechanical work have been investigated. At first, polymer gels were deeply studied
due to their remarkable capability of shrinking their volume as much as 1000 times
in response to small changes in external conditions such as temperature, pH, electric
fields or solvent or ionic composition [7]. While polymer gels revealed great poten-
tial [8, 9, 10], limitations linked to the material’s performance(i.e. low response time,
elastic modulus, tensile strength and fatigue life) as well as thermodynamic limits
(low power and force densities) and several unsolved engineering challenges related
to their construction limited their use [6]. Later on, conducting polymers were also
investigated for developing soft muscle-like actuators. Compared to polymer gels,
conducting polymer revealed a much better dimensional scalability and durability
due to the possibility of using a solid electrolyte, although the limitations concerning
their response speed remained unsolved [11, 12, 13].
When both high power density and actuation speed are required, inflatable elas-
tomeric actuators powered by the pneumatic technology are usually considered one
of the best solutions [14]. Indeed, since the application of flexible microactuators to
robotic mechanisms [15], reported in the literature as one of the first examples of soft
inflatable robots [5], the pneumatic technology has been playing a key role for the
development of soft robots. Also, when the elastomeric matrix is endowed with flex-
ible fibers, self- sensing and programmable motion capabilities [16, 17, 18], as well as
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even higher actuation pressures and hence larger force outputs [19] are possible. De-
spite these advancements, inflatable actuators still present relevant limitations, since
they inevitably require the presence of channels for the fluid’s flow within the ma-
terial’s structure and also needs external pumping systems, making them unsuitable
for many applications [4]. Infinite degrees-of-freedom soft actuators were also de-
veloped by using tendon-driven mechanisms [20, 21], that however still relied on
traditional motors and rigid transmission mechanism for their operation, therefore
no significant advantage over the pneumatic technology was achieved yet.
Smart materials have been recently used to overcome these limitations, with par-
ticular relevance of Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) that, despite the difficult control
due to their temperature-dependent behavior, were successfully used to develop a
soft octopus arm using a SMAs tendon [22, 23]. Very high temperature-induced de-
formation has also been reported in the literature for the case of highly twisted fishing
line or sewing thread forming coiled muscles. Indeed, these muscles can contract by
49%, lift loads over 100 times heavier than can human muscle of the same length
and weight, and generate 5.3 kilowatts of mechanical work per kilogram of muscle
weight, similar to that produced by a jet engine [24].
The use of smart materials within the field of soft robotics has been rapidly grow-
ing in the last two decades, in particular for a specific kind of Electromechanically
Active Polymers (EAPs) called Dielectric Elastomers (DEs). Indeed, DEs were in-
creasingly adopted as actuation technology for the development of smart actuators
and soft robots due to their high force output, large actuation strain, high power-
to-weight ratio and noiseless operation [25, 26]. Indeed, since they present the best
performance in terms electromechanical transduction among all the class of EAPs,
they are seen as one of the most promising technologies for the development of soft
actuators and robots [13]. Moreover, due to their self-sensing capability [27], it is pos-
sible to integrate them in soft robotic systems to form smart soft robots, in which the
actuation and the sensing functions could be performed simultaneously as happens
for human muscles.
Despite these positive aspects and the great versatility that this technology fea-
tures, the use of DEs to build soft actuators still raises several challenges, that de-
pending on the intended application to be developed, might present themselves un-
der different aspects. In order to address some of those challenges, this thesis presents
three case studies that helped to highlight different aspects that anyone who intends
to develop such devices may face.
The first case that we consider is the case of wearable devices, in which the issue
of electrical insulation and prevention of electrical discharge must be properly solved
by using coating layers as an interface between the DE actuator and the human body.
In this case, since they inevitably interfere with the transmission of the load from the
body to the actuator, it is important to understand how such coating layers affects the
performance of the DE actuator. To asses this aspect, Chapter 3 presents a case study
where a soft electro-mechanically active compression bandage developed for medical
applications is designed, manufactured and tested, highlighting the influence of the
insulating layers on the actuation performance for this kind of devices.
Another challenge that often arises within the field of soft manipulators is the
problem of 3D manipulation of delicate and fragile objects. In this case, a contextual
generation of both a normal and a tangential thrust on the object by using just one
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DE actuator is required. However, since DEs are basically made of a thin membrane
coated on both sides with compliant electrodes that expands in the plane upon the
application of a driving voltage, they are generally not able to operate with a 3D
trajectory, unless special architectures are adopted. This issue is treated in Chapter 4,
where an upgraded design of the HC-DEA first presented by Carpi et. al [28] allows
for achieving this new functionality.
The last problem presented in Chapter 5 deals with the challenge of coupling of
a soft DE actuator with a flexible elastic structure. In particular, we present a loco-
motion robot composed by a linear DE actuator and a flexible beam able to perform
locomotion thanks to the presence of asymmetric rigid bristles. By analyzing the
dynamic properties and the frequency response of the resulting structure we show
that a DE actuator can be successfully used to trigger a higher locomotion speed in
correspondence of the resonance frequency of the robot.
1.1 Thesis outline
Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction to the theory of dielectric elastomers, in par-
ticular introducing some elements of finite electro-elasticity which are particularly
relevant to the experiments and results presented in this thesis. Chapter 3 presents
the wearable soft electro-mechanically active compression bandage previously men-
tioned, Chapter 4 reports about the soft actuator developed for manipulation of del-
icate and fragile objects and Chapter 5 presents the locomotion robot composed by
a linear DE actuator and a flexible beam able to perform locomotion thanks to the
presence of asymmetric rigid bristles. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a




Theory of Dielectric Elastomers
2.1 Introduction
Electromechanically Active Polymers (EAPs) are smart materials able to respond to
applied electrical stimuli with changes of size and/or shape [29, 13, 30]. They are
the electro-mechanical transducers that most closely emulate muscles, so that they
earned the moniker “artificial muscles” [25]. EAPs are usually divided in two main
categories: electronic and ionic.
Electronic EAPs are basically soft capacitors, in which the space between elec-
trodes is filled with a dielectric layer made of elastomer material. The actuation is
triggered upon voltage driving by the electrostatic forces generated between the two
electrodes. They typically require high actuation voltages, but since there is no power
required to keep the actuation position, energy consumption is very low. This class
of electro-active polymers exhibit fast response to electric stimulus, high mechani-
cal energy density and high actuation force. They are also able to exhibit remarkably
high voltage-induced deformations that can range from 360% in linear strain clamped
elastomer [31], to 488% area strain in membranes under equal-biaxial dead load [32],
up to 1692% area strain in elastomer membrane mounted on an air chamber [33].
Once the voltage is turned off they return to the initial state. In electronic EAPs the
actuation is not dependent on voltage polarity: whichever electrode is positively or
negatively charged, the motion is uniquely defined.
In ionic EAPs the actuation is triggered by ion diffusion inside the polymer, there-
fore they admit bi-directional motion depending on voltage polarity. Ionic flow re-
quire time, hence actuation speed is lower than in electronic EAPs. Despite a lower
voltage required to start the motion (typically 1-5 V), a considerable power consump-
tion (higher than in electronic EAPs is needed in order to reach the desired position
and also to keep it. Another drawback of this class of actuators is that they need an
electrolyte to allow the ion flow, meaning that they must operate in wet state.
Since Dielectric Elastomers (DEs) are the most performing electronic EAPs in
terms of output force and response speed [26, 13, 34, 35], they were used for the
developement of the actuators presented in this work.
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2.1.1 Dielectric elastomers
Dielectric elastomers are electromechanical transducers that can operate in two dif-
ferent manners: when they convert electrical into mechanical energy are called ac-
tuators; when they operate in reverse mode, converting mechanical into electrical
energy they are called generators. In this thesis we focused only on the actuation
mode. DE actuators can be considered simply as soft capacitors since they are es-
sentially made of a thin layer of an insulating elastomer coated on both sides with
compliant electrodes [36]. When a DC driving voltage V is applied between the elec-
trodes of a planar DE actuator, an electrostatic pressure parallel to the electric field
E, which is known as Maxwell stress, squeezes the membrane reducing its thickness
and expanding its area [26]. Due to material incompressibility, area expansion and
thickness reduction are related one to another. Figure 2.1 shows the DE working prin-
ciple. The derivation of the expression of the Maxwell stress for this particular case,
according to the Pelrine’s model [26], is reported later in this chapter.







FIGURE 2.1: Actuation of a single layer of dielectric elastomer film coated with compliant
electrodes.
Due to their low elastic modulus, elastomeric materials presents large displace-
ments even in response at relative low applied forces. Upon application of an ini-
tial stress state, the elastomeric media show consistent deformations, resulting in
displacements comparable or even greater than any other dimension of the body.
This behaviour invalidates assumptions inherent infinitesimal strain theory, therefore
equilibrium equations must be written in deformed configuration to take in account
the effect of these large strains. In the following sections some elements of finite strain
theory of electro-elasticity are reported.
2.2 Elements of finite electro-elasticity
In continuum mechanics, the finite strain theory describes the deformation of solid
bodies in which the displacements of the material particles are relevant to the body
dimensions. In this case, equilibrium is written with respect to the deformed config-
uration, but it can be also described in terms of a reference configuration that usually
coincides to the initial, stress-free configuration of the actuator [37, 38].
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2.2.1 Kinematics
The deformation function c of a body is a vector field that has, in general, two com-
ponents: the first one is a rigid displacement in which the body translate and rotate
without changing shape; the second one is a change in shape and size accompanied
by strain. From the combination of these two components the undeformed body in
the so called “reference configuration” B0 deforms to the “current configuration” B.
Figure 2.2 shows a schematic representation of this concept. In general, a motion
of B is a smooth function that assign to each material point X and time t a point
x = c(X, t) [37]. Relative displacement between material points occurs if and only if
a strain has occurred. A deformation that occurs without strain is called rigid-body
displacement. In the following we will refer to a unique deformed configuration (de-
fined by a combination of applied voltage and prestretch), therefore from now on we












FIGURE 2.2: Deformation of a continuous body, the material point P in reference configuration
is displaced by the deformation function in another material point p of the current configura-
tion.
2.2.2 Strain measures
Let’s consider a certain infinitesimal oriented straight line segment dX in the neigh-
bourhood of a material point of the the reference configuration B0, see Figure 2.3.
The strain component of the displacement vector c describes its transformation in
another infinitesimal oriented segment dx that is part of the current configuration B.
The strain can be expressed by means of a deformation gradient tensor.
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The deformation gradient tensor F = F(c) that describe the strain state is given
by:
F = Grad(c). (2.1)
Since it is related to both reference and current configuration, F is a two-point tensor,
meaning that operates with input quantities from the reference domain B0 and giving
outputs in the current domain B. Thanks to this operator it is possible to define the
infinitesimal oriented segment dx in the current configuration as:






















FIGURE 2.3: Strain in a continuous body, the oriented segment dX in the reference configura-
tion B0 is transformed into another oriented segment dx in the current configuration B.
A measure of the strain is given by the square modulus of dx:
|dx|2 = dx · dx = FdX · dX = dX · FT FdX = dX · CdX,
where C = FT F is called right Cauchy-Green strain tensor.
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If C = I then |dx| = |dX|, a zero strain deformation is described by the tensor.
The left Cauchy-Green strain tensor B = FFT is defined by inverting (2.2):
dX = F 1dx, (2.3)
therefore:
|dX|2 = dX · dX = F 1dx · F 1dx = dxF T · F 1dx = dx · B 1 dx.
Let’s consider the strain of the plane membrane schematically represented in Fig-
ure 2.4. The strain described by the gradient tensor (2.1), in this specific case, makes


















FIGURE 2.4: Deformation of a plane membrane.
For each direction, if the strain is homogeneous, the ratio given by the length
of the membrane’s side after the strain over the one before the strain is defined as














In case of elongation 1 < li < +• , in case of contraction 0 < li < 1.
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Case of incompressible materials
If the material is incompressible, the deformation occurs at constant volume, in that
case:
V0 = V = L1L2H = l1l2h. (2.7)










In general, for a non homogeneous deformation, incompressibility is expressed
by:




For the deformation of a plane membrane made of an incompressible material, as



















































FIGURE 2.5: Deformation of a plane membrane, equilibrium in the current configuration is
achieved under the normal tractions pi.
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In the current configuration B the membrane is in equilibrium under the so called
external current normal tractions pi, resulting in the total forces:
F1 = p1 h l2, (2.10)
F2 = p2 h l1. (2.11)
These expressions can be written in terms of undeformed dimensions L1, L2, H by
using a fictitious nominal traction distribution si known as nominal external tractions:
F1 = s1 H L2, (2.12)
F2 = s2 H L1. (2.13)
By using this formulation there is no need to define the deformed geometry: once
the nominal external tractions si are defined, the stress distribution in the current con-
figuration B can be calculated by means of the geometric dimensions already known
in B0. The nominal tractions distribution is represented by the “first Piola-Kirchhoff
stress tensor” S, this tensor can be calculated from the Cauchy stress tensor s as:
S = J s F T . (2.14)
Deformation of an electromechanical transducer
Figure 2.6 shows the working principle of a dielectric elastomer electromechanical
transducer. A soft dielectric membrane is coated on both sides with compliant elec-
trodes; upon application of a voltage difference V an electrostatic force (equivalent to
a body force) is generated between the electrodes. This force reduce the membrane
thickness, due to the elastomer incompressibility this induce an area expansion.
Reference  
configuration




























FIGURE 2.6: Deformation of a dielectric membrane subjected to a combination of voltage and
external tractions, the equilibrium in the current configuration is reached under the body forces
generated by the electric field.
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2.3 Constitutive equations of finite electro-elasticity
2.3.1 The case of an active incompressible homogeneous membrane
The right hand side of Figure 2.6 shows a deformed dielectric elastomer membrane
in the current configuration, where the generated Maxwell stress squeezes the mem-
brane changing its dimensions from L1, L2 and H to l1, l2 and h respectively. More-
over, in this state the two electrodes accumulate electric charges +Q and  Q and in
general the system stores a certain amount of Helmholtz free energy [36]. This section
reports about the constitutive equations for such membrane, under the hypotesis of
incompressible and isotropic material. The equations are expressed in terms of prin-
cipal stretches li, electric field Ei and electric displacement field Di (i=1,2,3.). In the
following, in order to maintain the Einstein convention implying summation over an
index repeted twice, for generic quantities Ai and Bi (i=1,2,3.) it is useful to introduce
the notations [A/B]i and [AB]i which correspond to Ai/Bi and AiBi, respectively.
Due to large strains accompanying the deformation of DE materials, constitutive
equations are usually defined in terms of nominal quantities, such as principal com-
ponents of nominal total stress Si, nominal electric field E0i and nominal electric dis-
placement D0i , via a free energy H(li, E
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=  D0i , (2.16)
where q is a pressure term defined by boundary conditions. These forms are implied
by the expressions of the change Ḣ of H brought about by independent changes l̇i
and Ė0i
Ḣ = Sil̇i + q
l̇i
li
  D0i Ė0i . (2.17)
As shown by isotropic finite-strain electro-mechanics, along principal axes E0i =
[lE]i, D0i = [D/l]i and S
0
i = [s/l]i, so that introducing the function W(li, Ei) =





















{[l̇E]i + [lĖ]i}, (2.18)























In particular, (2.20) can be rewritten as




  q + DiEi (no sum on index i). (2.21)
For a dielectric elastomer membrane, both the electric field E and the electric dis-
placement field D only feature components along the direction of the electric field
i.e. trough the membrane’s thickness. Therefore, only E3 and D3 are not null. In this


















which is the form of the constitutive equations used in the following.
2.3.2 Linear dielectric elastomer
In a linear dielectric elastomer the electric field E and the electric displacement D are
related by the permittivity # (also called dielectric constant), that is assumed to be a





2.3.3 Strain energy density function for a Neo-Hookean hyperelas-
tic material
To describe the voltage-induced strain of a dielectric elastomer membrane we con-
sider a strain energy density function W made of two components:
W = Wmech + WE. (2.26)
The component Wmech is independent of the electric field and is only associated with
the stretching of the incompressible elastomer, therefore by assuming a Neo-Hookean









)2   3), (2.27)
where Y is the Young’s modulus and µ = Y3 is the shear modulus in the natural con-
figuration.
The component WE depends on the electric field only. By assuming the linear dielec-
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In general, for a neo-Hookean incompressible electro-elastic material deforming




µ(F · F   3) + 1
2#
E
0 · C 1E0, (2.29)
where E0 = FT D is the electric field tensor in the reference configuration.
2.4 The Pelrine’s model
When an active homogeneous membrane deforms under the effect of an electric field
E, the equilibrium of the body is reached because the mechanical response of the
elastomeric material equals the electrical-induced pressure, namely the Maxwell’s
pressure. Due to the 3D nature of the problem, to define the equilibrium on the
external boundary of the elastomer, the stress jump between the two sides of the
actuator must be considered [39]. This boundary value problem can be exemplified
by considering the planar DE actuator of Figure 2.6. If no mechanical external forces
are applied to the actuator, and the electric field outside the actuator is considered to
be negligible, at the equilibrium both the total true and nominal stresses must be null
at any point i.e. sij = Sij = 0, that for an isotropic material turns out to be
si = Si = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3). (2.30)
In order to solve this boundary value problem, in the following we consider a general
form of the strain-energy function assuming the linear dielectric behaviour of the
elastomer (2.25). In this case, a general form of a strain-energy function can be written
as








Considering (2.15) and (2.16), where the free energy H is substituted by (2.31) we























while from (2.32) with (2.31) and (2.14) with J = 1 due to the incompressibility
the total true stress components are:


















E2   q. (2.35c)
where the mechanical contribution of the stress associated with the elastic response
of the material smechi has been introduced. As previously reported, for an incom-
pressible solid superimposing an arbitrary hydrostatic pressure q does not change
the response of the material. Therefore we can write the difference
s
mech
3   smech1 = smech3   smech2 =  #E2. (2.36)
If we set arbitrarily smech1 = s
mech





3 =  #E2 =  p, (2.37)
which corresponds to the Maxwell’s stress given by the Pelrine’s model [40] as schemat-














Bandage Made of Soft
Elastomers
Active compression bandages made of electro-mechanically active elastomers have
recently been proposed to counteract dynamically, rather than statically, limb swelling
due to various pathologies or conditions. To apply and modulate the compression
pressure they exploit the ability of electroactive elastomer layer/s of changing size
in response to a high voltage. For safety reasons such devices must be properly in-
sulated from the user limb. In this work we present an electroactive bandage made
of two pre-stretched layers of an electroactive acrylic elastomer sandwiched between
two insulating layers of a passive silicone elastomer. Moreover, uniaxial stiffening
elements where introduced to maximise actuation along the radial direction. Proto-
types of the bandage were tested with a pressurized air chamber, which mimicked the
compliance of a human limb. Both experimental investigations and a finite electro-
elasticity analytical model showed that the passive layers play a key role for an ef-
fective transmission of actuation from the active layers to the load. The prototypes
were able to actively vary the applied pressure up to 10%. The model showed that by
increasing the number of electroactive layers the pressure variation could be further
increased, although with a saturation trend, providing useful indication for future
designs of such bandages.
This work has been published in the peer reviewed journal article:
• Calabrese, L., Frediani, G., Gei, M., De Rossi, D. E. and Carpi, F. (2018). Active
compression bandage made of electroactive elastomers. IEEE/ASME Transac-
tions on Mechatronics, 23(5), 2328-2337.
3.1 Introduction
Blood circulation from the lower limbs to the heart highly depends on vein valves and
muscular compression on blood vessels. When those mechanisms are pathological,
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blood tends to accumulate in the lower limbs [41]. This may cause swelling, pain or
lead to even more severe conditions [42], [43]. Treatments for those diseases include
both static (passive) and dynamic (active) compression systems, such as stockings
and pneumatic sleeves [44], [45]. The former are elastic garments applying a static
pressure, typically in the range 20-60 mmHg (2.7-2.8 kPa) [46], which however have
been proved to be less effective than pneumatic systems [47], [48]. On the other hand,
the latter require bulky pneumatic cuffs and a pumping box, resulting impractical in
many conditions.
An alternative solution to address these issues, consisting of electro-mechanically
active bandages made of a dielectric elastomer actuator, was recently proposed [49],
[50]. The device was conceived as a stretchable bandage consisting of a single layer
of a silicone elastomer with compliant electrodes on both sides. The active bandage
was designed to be wrapped around human limbs with an initial maximum pres-
sure that can be dynamically reduced via an applied high-voltage. Considering the
high voltage needed to activate the bandage, such device must prevent electrical dis-
charges and guarantee proper insulation from both the human limb and the external
environment.
To address this issue, the work reported in this chapter presents a dynamic active
bandage featuring silicone elastomer coating layers acting as insulators. Moreover,
the coating layers are analysed also in terms of their effect on the transmission of ac-
tuation from the active layers to the load. Furthermore, this work also presents the
following means to improve the performance of such active bandages: a multi-layer
structure for the active part, a more-performing active material and a design solu-
tion that maximises actuation along the radial direction. Both experimental tests and
a finite electro-elasticity model, specifically developed for the multilayer bandage,
were used to investigate the effects on the actuation performance of the number of
the active layers and the thickness of the coating passive layers as reported in the
following.
3.2 Active bandage concept
The bandage was conceived as a thin, stretchable and electro-responsive multilayer
structure of elastomer films, to be wrapped around limbs as shown in Figure 3.1.Two
active layers (a1 and a2) are sandwiched between two passive layers (p1 and p2).
Each inner active layer consists of a DE film coated with compliant electrodes. The
two active layers are then coupled to thicker and softer passive layers. The passive
layers have two key functions. Firstly, they serve as a mechanical interface with the
limb, aimed at reducing the constraining effect introduced by the latter on the electri-
cally induced deformation of the active layers. Secondly, as the proposed prototype
bandage requires high driving voltages (as detailed in the following), the passive lay-
ers also ensure electrical safety, providing insulation. Wooden stiffening sticks were
embedded within the outer passive layer, with the aim of maximising actuation (vari-
ation of pressure) along the radial direction, preventing elongations of the bandage
longitudinally. Indeed, combining a DE actuator with unstretchable elements has
previously been demonstrated to be effective for unidirectional actuation [51]. The
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FIGURE 3.1: Schematic representation of the dynamic active bandage. The magnification
shows the multilayer structure of the bandage, where two inner active layers (a1 and a2) are
coupled to two passive layers (p1 and p2). Wooden stiffeners are embedded within the outer
passive layer longitudinally in order to maximise actuation radially. Velcro stripes allow for
securing the bandage to the limb.
bandage was conceived to be wrapped around the limb with a certain prestretch,
thus applying a certain passive pressure. When a voltage V is applied between the
electrodes, the bandage is able to partially release the initial passive pressure, by in-
creasing its circumference. Therefore, by modulating the applied voltage it is possible
to continuously vary the applied pressure. As mentioned above, prior to this work
other investigators have reported on the use of DE actuators to develop active ban-
dages [49, 50]. The peculiarities of the approach described here are:
1. two active layers were stacked together to increase the strength of the system;
2. the active layers were made of an acrylic elastomer film showing one of the
highest electromechanical transduction performance, in terms of maximum achiev-
able strains and stresses;
3. stiffening sticks were used to maximise actuation along the radial direction;
4. two thick and soft passive layers were used as interfaces with suitable proper-
ties in terms of mechanical compliance and electrical safety.
The effects of these improvements were investigated theoretically and experimen-
tally as reported in the following sections.
3.2.1 Active bandage specifications
The bandage should be able to apply a maximum pressure comparable to those of
elastic compression stockings, i.e. 1-6 kPa [52], and then reduce the pressure upon
electric driving. The literature does not offer any widely accepted exact estimate on
the variation of pressure required to compensate for a deficient blood return. This
is likely due to the variability of individual pathological and anatomical conditions.
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Indeed, for any given deficit, the compensation pressure could vary significantly ac-
cording to the size of the limb, especially due to the thickness of muscles and adipose
tissue. So, instead of targeting a specific performance, this work was aimed at validat-
ing the functionality of the proposed concept. This was achieved by manufacturing
and characterising prototypes, as described below.
3.3 Manufacturing of prototype active bandages
Proof-of-concept prototype bandages were manufactured as follows. The active lay-
ers consisted of an acrylic elastomer film (VHB 4910, 3M, USA). This material was
chosen in consideration of its well-known high electromechanical transduction per-
formance in terms of achievable active stress [13, 26] and its adhesive properties,
which simplified the manufacturing process by ensuring proper bonding between
layers. The compliant electrode material consisted of carbon black powder (Vulcan
XC72, Cabot Corporation, USA). The passive elastomeric layers were made of a soft
silicone elastomer (TC-5005 A/B-C, BJB Enterprises Inc., USA), which was used with
a content of softening agent C equal to 50 wt%. The passive elastomeric layers were
produced by mould casting as films of different thickness, ranging from 2 to 4 mm.
The different films were used to manufacture different samples of the bandage, in or-
der to investigate how the electromechanical performance was affected by the thick-
ness of the passive layers. Six wooden stiffening sticks, having a diameter of 2.5
mm each, were integrated within the outer passive layer, during its fabrication by
mould casting, according to the layout shown in Figure 3.2. Electrical contacts for the
electrodes were obtained by means of metal stripes integrated within the structure.
Velcro stripes were glued at the two ends of the bandage, so as to secure it to the limb
( Figure 3.2).
The overall manufacturing process consisted of the following steps. A single ac-
tive layer with a thickness at rest of 2 mm was obtained by coupling together two
unstretched 1 mm-thick VHB 4910 films. This was justified by preliminary experi-
mental evidences, which had shown superior force generation capabilities from ac-
tuators featuring thicker active layers. The resulting film was then equi-biaxially
prestretched by 300% and attached to a support frame. The use of that pre-strain
was justified by its well-known beneficial effect in terms of electromechanical perfor-
mance increase, as first reported by [26] and then explained in different ways by [34]
and [53]. The prestretch caused a reduction of the thickness from 2 to 0.125 mm.
A first compliant electrode (250 mm x 120 mm) was then created by depositing an
alcohol-based suspension of the carbon black powder on one of the surfaces of the
active layer. Then, a metal stripe connector was attached to it. A second active layer
was coupled to the first one, covering the electroded side. The outer surfaces of the
two-layer structure were coated with the carbon black powder to obtain analogous
compliant electrodes and were fitted with metal stripe connectors. In order to cre-
ate the passive layers, the active layer sandwich was laid at the bottom of a mould
and then coated with the silicone material in liquid form, which was poured into
the mould. The mould was maintained horizontally for curing at room temperature
for 24 hours. After curing, the obtained multi-layer structure was removed from the
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FIGURE 3.2: Schematic drawing (top) and picture (bottom) of a prototype active bandage.
mould and flipped over, and the same procedure was repeated in order to cast the
second passive layer. During this process, six wooden sticks were also integrated on
one side of the structure, by placing them on the surface of the active layer before
the deposition of the silicone. The sticks allowed for holding the pre-stretch along
one direction upon the removal of the bandage from the supporting frame. The re-
sulting self-standing bandage acquired the shape visible in Figure 3.2. The extent
of inevitable shrinking between two adjacent sticks depended on the passive lay-
ers thickness, according to the mechanical resistance offered by the passive coatings.
Owing to that reason, it was not possible to obtain self-standing bandages with a
passive layer thickness lower than 2 mm.
3.4 Testing of the prototype active bandages
In order to test the performance of the different prototype bandages, a chamber that
mimicked the compliance of a human limb was assembled. It consisted of a soft
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tubular structure containing pressurized air, as shown in Figure 3.3a. It was con-
structed by coupling together two soft rubber membranes (model 4075 triaxial test
rubber membrane, Wykeham Farrance, UK), having each a diameter of 70 mm and a
thickness of 0.4 mm, and combining them with two rigid sealing plugs. The sealing
plugs were connected one another by a rigid spacer, setting to 180 mm the distance
between the two inner plugs edges. A manual pump, connected to one of the sealing
plugs, allowed for pressurizing the air chamber. Pressure readings were taken from
a digital pressure gauge (model Bit02B-2.5 bar, AEP Transducers, Italy), connected to
the other sealing plug ( Figure 3.3).
FIGURE 3.3: Testing of the prototype dynamic bandages: air chamber that mimicked the com-
pliance of a human limb, without (a) and with (b) the bandage.
The bandage was secured (by means of the Velcro stripes) to the air chamber,
such that the stiffening sticks were oriented axially ( Figure 3.3b). The chamber pres-
sure was initially set to P0=7.5 kPa for each prototype bandage tested. Therefore,
the different bandages reached different initial values of their diameter, according to
the different values of their passive layer thickness (and, so, their stiffness). From
this initial state, increasing voltages were applied, with steps of 500 V, until electrical
breakdown of the bandage occurred. As a result of the radial actuation, the internal
chamber pressure PV reached a lower value, monitored with the pressure gauge. Re-
sults of the testing of three samples of the bandage with a passive layer thickness DP
of 2, 3 and 4 mm are presented in Figure 3.4.
The data show that 3 mm was an ‘optimum’ value, among those tested, for the
passive layer thickness. In order to obtain an analytical description of the system, an
axisymmetric model of the bandage based on finite electro-elasticity was developed
as described in the following section.
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FIGURE 3.4: Electromechanical performance of three samples of bandages having a different
initial thickness DP of their passive layers. Quadratic fitting curves are used as a guide for the
eye.
3.5 Analytical model of the active bandage
The model here developed neglects the viscoelastic behaviour of each layer and de-
scribes its nonlinear electromechanical properties using a Neo-Hookean hyper-electro-
elastic representation. The model is developed for a central portion of the tubular
structure, which was assumed to be sufficiently distant from the two ends of the tube
to neglect any variation of pressure along the longitudinal coordinate z. Moreover,
in consideration of the fact that the stiffening sticks constrain the longitudinal stretch
to a fixed value, the length along the z-axis was considered constant (140 mm, see
Figure 3.2). Therefore, the problem was studied assuming a plane strain condition,
implying a longitudinal stretch lz=1 for the passive layers and lz=4 for the active
ones.
3.5.1 Kinematics of the multilayer structure
To describe the geometry of the system, the three deformed configurations reported
in Figure 3.5 were considered.
In the “initial state” Bb (Figure 3.5 top), the bandage is wrapped around the air
chamber with a circumferential length at the interface of 260 mm. Here, the system
is in equilibrium with an air chamber pressure Pb and a contact pressure between
the bandage and the chamber’s rubber membrane Pcb. It is worth pointing out that
when the bandage is applied to the chamber and the latter is pressurized, the az-
imuthal or hoop stress is distributed between the rubber membrane and the ban-
dage, according to their stiffness. In this state Bb, which is reached when the planar
bandage is bent to reach the cylindrical configuration, the length of the inner cir-
cumference of the passive layer p1 was assumed to be equal the length (260 mm) of
the unbent bandage (Figure 3.2). This way, the inner boundary of the layer p1 has
a hoop stretch l
qb=1. In principle, it should be considered that, while bending the
multilayer, a non-homogeneous deformation is imposed [54], which would induce





























































FIGURE 3.5: Schematic representation of the cross-section of the air chamber surrounded by
the active bandage. (a) In the “initial state” Bb, the active bandage is secured around the rubber
membrane of the chamber with an air chamber pressure Pb and a contact pressure Pcb, so that
the bandage’s inner radius Rp1 is ⇡ 40 mm (radial distances are denoted by the letter R), (b) In
the “Voltage OFF” state B0, the air chamber pressure is manually set to P0=7.5 kPa, causing an
expansion of the bandage (radial distances are denoted by r̄). (c) Following the application of a
voltage V, the system is switched to its“Voltage ON” state BV , where the air chamber pressure
decreases from P0 to a lower value PV and the contact pressure drops from Pc0 to Pc < Pc0
(radial distances are denoted by the letter r).
a radius-dependent hoop stretch in the layers. However, due to the thinness of the
strata, only the stretch of the midline of each layer l
qb,lay (where “lay00 indicates the
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layer, namely lay = m, p1, a1, a2, p2) was considered in our model. A straightforward
computation shows that for the active layers a1, a2 this hoop stretch ranges between
4.196 and 4.388 (as these layers are initially prestretched with a factor 4), while l
qb,p1
(l
qb,p2 ) ranges between 1.024 (1.075) and 1.046 (1.140). The stretch lqb,m is assumed
unitary. Table 3.1 reports the calculated hoop stretches.
Dp = 2mm Dp = 3mm Dp = 4mm
l
qb,p1 1.024 1.035 1.046
l
qb,a1 4.196 4.284 4.376
l
qb,a2 4.208 4.296 4.388
l
qb,p2 1.075 1.108 1.140
TABLE 3.1: Values of the hoop stretch of the midline in the initial con-
figuration Bb for each layer of the three samples of bandages tested
in state Bb.
In the “Voltage OFF” state Bb (Figure 3.5 centre), the bandage is secured to the
air chamber with a certain circumferential stretch, assigned when the air chamber
pressure P0 > Pb is set to 7.5 kPa. In this state, the contact pressure between the
rubber membrane and the active bandage is Pc0 > Pcb. In the “Voltage ON” state BV
(Figure 3.5 bottom), a voltage V generates a radial expansion of the bandage, which
behaves like a cylindrical DE actuator [55, 56]. The radial expansion causes an active
reduction of both the chamber’s internal pressure and the contact pressure applied to
the chamber, respectively from P0 to PV < P0 and from Pc0 to Pc < Pc0. In this state,













where lay = m, p1, a1, a2, p2 and Rin,lay denotes the inner radius of layer “lay” in
state Bb. In (3.1), the ratio r/R is the hoop stretch with respect to Bb, while lqb,lay
takes into account the deformation undergone by the multilayer in state Bb. The
square root term is an alternative expression for the radius R, obtained by taking into
account the constraint of incompressibility of the elastomeric material, i.e. lrlzl
q
=1,
which is useful to compute the radial stretch lr recalling that lz=1.
3.5.2 Electro-mechanics of a single layer
In order to describe the overall behaviour of the multilayer, it is useful to recall the
governing equations for a single layer in a cylindrical reference system. Let us as-
sume that the current inner and outer radii of an DE cylindrical actuator are ri and re,
respectively, and that at the two cylindrical surfaces the radial tensile stresses sr(ri)
and sr(re) are applied. In addition, the surfaces are coated with perfectly stretchable
electrodes subjected to a voltage V, which induces through the thickness a radial
electric field E(r) = Er(r). An application of the Gauss’ theorem at a generic radial
distance within the dielectric provides a relation between E and the amount of charge
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where # = #0#r is the absolute dielectric permittivity of the elastomer.
By integrating (3.2) with respect to the radius while considering the well-known
relation between the electric potential f and electric field E for a cylindrical capacitor
having an axial length L, we obtain the relation between Q and the applied voltage
V:





















The layer, which is incompressible, obeys an isotropic hyper-electro-elastic strain en-
ergy W(lr, l
q
, lz, E). In this configuration, the constitutive equations (2.22) (2.23)






















where D is the electric displacement, which has only a radial component, according
to (3.5). Under the action of an axisymmetric electromechanical loading, the equilib-





























was adopted to compare model predictions with experimental results. Therefore, the
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  l 2z )  #E2, (3.12)
where it is clearly seen that (3.10) admits the classical linear relationship (3.11) among
electric displacement and electric field. Eq. (3.7) can be employed to find sz at each




























It is worth pointing out that, while a closed form of the integral in (3.13) can be ob-
tained, this will not be given here.
3.5.3 Voltage-pressure relationship for the multilayer bandage
The voltage pressure relationship for the bandage in state BV can be obtained by
imposing continuity of the radial stresses at the interface between two generic con-
centric layers and the following boundary conditions:
sr(rm) =  PV , sr(rp2) = 0. (3.14)








































































































Assuming that the product between the pressure PV and the air volume Vol inside
the chamber only depends on the mechanical path (i.e. assuming that the tempera-
ture is constant) and assuming no air leakage from the chamber, the ideal gas law
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gives
PV = constant. (3.16)





By substituting (3.17) into (3.15), a relation between the air chamber pressure P0











































































































In order to calculate the contact pressure Pc it is important to define the pressure
sustained by the rubber membrane of the air chamber Pm. Considering equation
(3.18), for a certain value of the radius rm the pressure Pm is given by the first term on















In the state BV , the contact pressure between the rubber membrane and the bandage
is obtained by subtracting Pm from the air chamber pressure PV :
Pc = PV   Pm (3.20)
In order to quantify the contact pressure Pc it is necessary to know the shear mod-
uli of the three materials (silicone, acrylic and rubber). For the passive layers, the
quasi-static value 16 kPa experimentally determined by [57] was adopted for both
the moduli µp1 and µp2 . For the acrylic elastomer, the value 73 kPa measured by [58]
was used for both the moduli µa1 and µa2 . For the rubber membrane, the value 666
kPa reported in [59] was employed for the modulus µm.
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3.6 Model validation: comparison between experimen-
tal data and model predictions
As a validation of the model, Figure 3.6 presents a comparison between experimental
data and model predictions.
FIGURE 3.6: Dependence of the air chamber pressure PV on the applied voltage V: compari-
son between experimental data and model-based predictions, for the three types of prototype
bandages having different thickness Dp of their passive layers.
The comparison shows that the model accuracy increases with the thickness of the
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passive layer. This outcome may be explained in terms of the constraining effect in-
troduced by the stiffening sticks. Indeed, for the sample with 2 mm-thick passive lay-
ers the wooden sticks were closer to the electroactive layer, inducing local stress con-
centration and, so, limiting actuation. As in the model the presence of the stiffeners
was ignored, these effects were not considered. This might explain the discrepancy
evident in Figure 3.6a, especially at high voltages. Conversely, for the other extreme
case, i.e. for the 4 mm-thick passive layers, the stiffening sticks were significantly
distant from the electroactive layer, such that stress concentration and expansion re-
straining were significantly reduced. This might justify the accurate match between
experimental measurements and model predictions evident from Figure 3.6c.
3.7 Model predictions: contact pressure
The validated theoretical framework described above is particularly useful to com-
pute the contact pressure Pc exchanged between the air chamber and the bandage in
the “Voltage ON” state. This is an important variable as, with reference to the in-
tended application, it represents the pressure that would actually be exerted by the
bandage on the surface of the user. Figure 3.7 presents the estimates for the three
prototype bandages, while Figure 3.8 compares the contact pressure variation DPc as
a function of the applied voltage V for bandages having a passive layer’s thickness
from 0 to 4 mm and a length of the inner circumference of the passive layer p1 equal
to L=260 mm.
FIGURE 3.7: Dependence of the contact pressure Pc on the applied voltage V for the three types
of prototype bandages having different thickness Dp of their passive layers.
Figure 3.7 shows the contact pressure-voltage curves for the three prototypes. The
curves intersect close to the experimental breakdown limit. For Dp=2, 3 and 4 mm
the estimated initial contact pressure was 6.78, 6.67 and 6.57 kPa, respectively, and
upon actuation at 8 kV the pressure respectively dropped to 6.09, 6.06 and 6.03 kPa,
corresponding to a reduction of 10.2%, 9.15% and 8.2%. These estimates indicate that
the contact pressure change was highest for the sample featuring the thinnest passive
layers. The fact that the model predicts a higher performance for a lower thickness of
the passive layers is also evident from Figure 3.7, which plots the pressure variation
also for values of thickness not tested experimentally. So, according to the model,
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FIGURE 3.8: Variation of the contact pressure between the air chamber and the bandage, as
estimated from the model for bandages having a different thickness Dp of the passive layers.
the highest performance would be achieved without any passive layer. This outcome
is due to the fact that the presence of the stiffeners was neglected by the simplified
model. Therefore, further developments of the model are needed in order to take
in account the effect of the stiffeners. By taking into account the stiffeners, it is rea-
sonable to expect an optimum value of the passive layer thickness, which should
maximise the contact pressure variation.
3.8 Future developments
3.8.1 Improvement of the electromechanical properties
In order to study the influence of the number of electroactive layers on the actua-
tor’s ability to vary the contact pressure, the simulations shown in Figure 3.9 were
performed. They refer to bandages having Dp=2 mm and an increasing number of
active layers with properties identical to those considered above. The simulations
show that the higher the number of active layers, the larger is the contact pressure
variation, although it tends to saturate. This outcome is plausible as it is consistent
with the intuitive view that, as the total number of layers increases, any constraint
at the surfaces of the cylindrical stack tends to have a vanishing influence on the
“central” layers that are “sufficiently distant” from the ends. Moreover, as the to-
tal number of layers increases, the number of the “central” layers unaffected by the
constraint increases, such that the unaffected portion of stack is larger. So, as the
stack grows up, it gets closer to an ideal infinitely thick structure, whose generated
force is not affected by any constraint at the two ends and by the number of layers:
it would generate the same force as that generated by a single ideal unloaded layer.
Knowing that such a saturation effect exists is useful for the design of multi-layered
electroactive bandages.
Figure 3.10 visualises the saturation trend of the contact pressure variation DPc/Pc
for bandages having up to 10 active layers and with V=8 kV.
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FIGURE 3.9: Relative variation of the contact pressure (with respect to its initial value) between
the air chamber and the bandage, as estimated from the model for five types of prototype
bandages having an increasing number of active layers and a constant thickness of the passive
layers Dp= 2 mm.
FIGURE 3.10: Relative variation of the contact pressure (with respect to its initial value) at V=8
kV between the air chamber and the bandage, as estimated from the model for ten samples of
prototype bandage having an increasing number of active layers and a constant thickness of
the passive layers Dp= 2 mm.
3.8.2 Improvements of the model
To improve the accuracy of the model, the presence of the stiffening sticks should
be taken into account. Such a detailed modelling was beyond the aims of this first
investigation and should be tackled in future studies.
3.8.3 High-voltage driving: viability and challenges
These prototype bandages required driving voltages of several kilovolts. In terms of
electrical safety, dealing with such high voltages is clearly not desirable. However,
this drawback is mitigated not only by the use of insulating layers, but, especially,
by the fact that there’s no need for a high driving current (and, so, power). Indeed,
electrically the bandage is a capacitive load, which allows for using low-power, elec-
trically safe sources. The low power requirement favours also the technical viability
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of high voltage driving. Indeed, high-voltage multipliers with low-power and com-
pact size (volume of the order of 1 cm3 or less) are commercially available such as
those produced by EMCO High Voltage [60]. This allows for implementations of
battery-powered portable and compact systems. Nevertheless, the need for high-
voltage circuitry introduces a significant limitation in terms of costs. This drawback,
which is characteristic for the whole field of the DE transducers today, is focusing
efforts to produce films that can be driven at lower voltages. Besides fundamental at-
tempts to synthesize new elastomers with higher dielectric constant [61, 62], the most
readily achievable solution in the short term is represented by thin-film processing
of conventional materials [35]. Indeed, several groups have already demonstrated
DE transducers with voltages reduced to a few hundred volts [63], thus anticipating
that in the near future the DE technology will likely adopt the standard and cheaper
circuitry used today for piezoelectric drives.
3.9 Conclusions
We presented here a multilayer active bandage made of dielectric elastomer actu-
ators. This study showed the following main evidences. First, the passive layers
coating the bandage have a function that goes beyond those of electrical protection
and mechanical impedance matching. Indeed, as shown by both the experiments
and analytical model, they play a key role for an effective transmission of actuation
from the active layers to the load. The second evidence is that by adopting the mul-
tilayer design reported above and different constitutive materials, it was possible to
achieve a higher contact pressure drop as compared to previous studies. Indeed, the
best performing active bandage prototype reported in [49] allowed for achieving an
initial contact pressure of 2.87 kPa and a drop to 2.73 kPa, corresponding to a 5.2%
decrease, for a voltage of 11.3 kV; in comparison, the active bandage prototypes pre-
sented here allowed for contact pressures ranging from 6.57 kPa to 6.78 kPa and,
respectively, pressure drops from 8.2% to 10.2%, for a voltage of 8.5 kV. The third
evidence is that, according to the new design, the existence of an optimum value of
the passive layer thickness is expected. However, such value could not be precisely
identified here, owing to the need for advanced models able to capture the complex-
ity of the constraints introduced by the stiffening elements. The fourth evidence is
that, for a given passive layer’s thickness, the variation of contact pressure increases
with the number of active layers, with a saturation trend. These outcomes, together
with the theoretical framework specifically developed for the case of prestretched
multiple layers, are expected to serve as help for future improvements of the design,







This chapter presents an upgraded design of the existing push-pull Hydrostatically
Coupled Dielectric Elastomer Actuator (HC-DEA) for use in the field of soft manip-
ulators. The new design has segmented electrodes, which stand as four independent
elements on the active membrane of the actuator. When properly operated, the actu-
ator can generate both out of plane and in plane motions resulting in a multi-degrees
of freedom soft actuator able to exert both normal pushes (like a traditional HC-DEA)
and tangential thrusts. This novel design makes the actuator suitable for delicate flat
object transportation. In order to use the actuator in soft systems, we experimentally
characterized its electromechanical transduction and modeled its contact mechanics.
Finally, we show that the proposed actuator can be employed as a modular unit to
develop active surfaces for flat object roto-translation.
This work has been published in the peer reviewed journal article:
• De Acutis, A., Calabrese, L., Bau, A., Tincani, V., Pugno, N. M., Bicchi, A. and
De Rossi, D. E. (2018). Design and proof of concept for multi degree of freedom
hydrostatically coupled dielectric elastomer actuators with roto-translational
kinematics for object handling. Smart Materials and Structures, 27(7), 074005.
4.1 Introduction
Material handling (e.g. grasping, transportation and sorting) is very important in all
productive activities, particularly in industrial fields and in robotic industry world-
wide. Usually, in manufacturing facilities, part feeders and conveyor systems to-
gether with grippers and manipulators are used for picking, sorting and moving
items between specific locations [64]. All these systems are required to be effective,
robust, fast and reliable in order to guarantee a rapid order fulfillment; yet, size and
structural rigidity often limit their use, especially when the handling of fragile and/or
delicate objects is required [65] or when frequent changes of picking and delivery lo-
cations occur.
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To address the issue of fragile and delicate object handling, the growing research
field of soft robotics has provided many devices that are based upon different con-
cepts with respect to the more traditional rigid robotics. They rely on soft and com-
pliant actuation systems such as pneumatic drives and variable stiffness actuators, on
intrinsically adaptive structures that feature under-actuated mechanism and on the
employment of soft materials that range from simply deformable to smart engineered
materials (such as shape memory alloy and electro active polymers) [66, 67].
By exploiting these principles, many soft grippers and manipulators capable of
stably and gently handling unknown shaped objects have been designed and re-
ported in literature. One of the most representative soft gripper is the Universal Grip-
per, which stands out for its simplicity and adaptability to the shape of the grasped
objects [68]. Such gripper is composed of granular material encased in a soft and elas-
tic membrane that allows for deforming and adapting to the shape of the objects as it
is pushed against them. Making a positive or negative pressure inside the membrane
the gripper can quickly grip and release a broad range of objects of different shapes.
The adaptability of the Universal Gripper allows for distributing the grasping force
over a larger surface of contact than a not adaptive soft gripper does. Furthermore,
by tuning the intensity of the pressure, it allows to modulate the grasping force mak-
ing it particularly suitable also for delicate parts [68]. All these features contributed
to make it a very successful commercial product of the last years demonstrating how
much desirable those characteristics are for industry. Although in the last decade
many soft grippers have been designed, on the other hand, the use of soft-bodied
conveyors or feeders for the transportation of delicate objects rather than the tradi-
tional rigid-bodied ones is still a rather unexplored field.
Indeed, the soft-bodied conveyors or feeders reported in literature are mostly
shaped as pneumatically deformable soft surfaces capable of moving objects on a
horizontal plane. In this regard, key examples are the fluid-based systems such as
the “Festo Wavehandling” platform [69], which features a soft surface actuated by
a pneumatic system that enables for the displacement of round objects through a
wave-like motion, and the soft platform developed by Stommel et al. [70], featuring a
pneumatically-induced peristaltic motion enabling it for ovine offal sorting. Another
interesting device for material handling is described in the work of Mosadegh et al.
[71] who presented a reconfigurable manifold designed for controlling pneumatically
actuated soft machines, based on a computer-controlled braille display. Such device
relies on a compact array of piezoelectric actuators, and on an interchangeable micro
pneumatic system, allowing it for controlling a large number of independent outputs.
Since these systems are properly designed for specific purposes their usage is limited
only to round objects with approximately spherical or, at most, cylindrical shape.
To address this limitation, Deng et al. [72] proposed a pneumatic machine table for
manipulation of delicate objects inspired by caterpillar locomotion. This machine ta-
ble successfully tackled the challenge of displacing flat objects like an iPhone in both
translational and rotational direction on a plane, thanks to a peculiar shape and actu-
ation control logic of its inflatable chambers, driven by an external pumping system.
Despite these relevant attempts to improve the performance and usability of these
systems, pneumatic-based machines still require a complex design, a cumbersome
and expensive external pneumatic hardware (e.g. valves, pumps and compressors)
and they also feature a high energy consumption, thus making them unsuitable in
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many applications [4].
In order to exploit a more convenient actuation principle, Wang et al. made use of
the Dielectric Elastomer (DE) actuation technology to develop a soft-wave handling
system [65], featuring a matrix of 16 air-filled bubble-like actuators similar to the
fluid-filled push-pull Hydrostatically Coupled Dielectric Elastomer Actuators (HC-
DEAs) first presented by Carpi et al. [28]. It is worth to point out that such bubble-
like actuators are built by coupling two pre-stretched membranes enclosing a finite
volume of air or fluid sealed upon manufacturing; therefore they do not require any
pumping system for their actuation. However, since such devices work by design
only in push and pull modes [28], when embedded in a soft platform, they are only
capable to trigger the rolling of round objects placed on the platform’s surface (as
shown in [65]) but are unsuitable to induce the in-plane displacement of any object
that can not roll, such as a flat object, since they are not capable of generating any
tangent thrust but only a normal one.
Aiming at overcoming this limitation, it is here presented a new concept of HC-
DEA with independent segmented electrodes on the active membrane (as better de-
scribed in the following), which enables the actuator to generate both normal and
tangent thrusts on objects placed in contact with its surface. Although the use of
segmented electrodes in dielectric elastomer actuators was already reported to be ef-
fective for the conical DE-based multi-DoF actuator, presented by Conn and Rossiter
[73], to the best of the author’s knowledge, it has never been used for HC-DEA sys-
tems. Indeed, this simple change in the design of the electrodes results in a significant
enhancement of the HC-DEA capabilities, making it able to generate both an out of
plane action (push-pull behavior) and an in-plane one. In this way the actuator can
operate following infinite trajectories in the space, therefore we called it multi-Degree
of Freedom (multi-DoF) HC-DEA. Thanks to the ability to exert both normal and tan-
gential thrusts in any direction in a plane, the multi-DoF HC-DEA enables a variety
of possible applications in the field of soft manipulation. In particular, with this work
we intend to demonstrate the possibility of using it as a building block of a mod-
ular soft platform aimed at handling objects. Moreover, since each actuator of the
platform can be independently controlled by an electric signal, the result is an easily
reprogrammable and reconfigurable soft surface composed by a plane matrix of ac-
tuators allowing for both round and flat objects handling. The proposed multi-DoF
HC-DEA was investigated in terms of electromechanical transduction performance
and contact mechanics. Actuation experiments were also carried out, thus proving
the capacity of an array of multi-DoF HC-DEAs to roto-translate flat objects on a hor-
izontal surface.
4.2 Conceptual design and working principle of the multi-
DoF HC-DEA
4.2.1 Key idea
Within the field of DE transducers, HC-DEAs are of particular interest nowadays. As
described in [28], a conventional HC-DEA consists of two pre-stretched membranes
coupled together by a fixed volume of an incompressible fluid (Figure 4.1).









FIGURE 4.1: A push-pull HC-DEA. In rest state (left) and in active state (right).
The upper membrane of the actuator is coated on the inner and the outer sides
with compliant electrodes, which form a flexible DE capacitor. Due to the pre-stretch
of the membranes, the coupling fluid is sealed between the membranes with an ini-
tial pressure. Such pressure keeps the membranes stretched, enhancing the dielec-
tric breakdown strength [74] and thus the electromechanical transduction capability
of the actuator. When a voltage difference is applied to the electrodes, an electro-
static pressure is generated between them, thereby reducing the thickness and ex-
panding the area of the elastomeric material due to its incompressibility [75, 13, 26].
Accordingly, the active membrane expands outward, while the passive membrane
is dragged inward, driven by the hydrostatic transmission of the intermediate fluid.
Therefore, a conventional HC-DEA results in a push-pull device whose stroke de-
pends on the applied voltage. Considering the active membrane’s apical point as
a reference, due to axis-symmetry upon voltage application, the point is displaced
along the out-of-plane (z-axis) direction only, and therefore no in-plane displacement
is allowed. We can thus refer to it as a one-degree of freedom actuator, which exerts
only a normal force on an object in contact with its surface.
In order to enhance the functionality of the actuator with an in-plane displace-
ment capability, it is here presented an upgrade that features a particular electrode
pattern (Figure 4.2). The design of the new electrodes, which stand as four indepen-
dent quarter-circles within the active membrane, enables a tridimensional trajectory
of the apical point to be generated, as the driving voltage V is applied. This new
feature distinguishes the proposed actuator from the state of the art by allowing its
active membrane for generating both a normal and a tangent thrust on the object to
be moved. Indeed, when all the electrodes are activated the actuator behaves like
a traditional push-pull HC-DEA, showing an axisymmetric out of plane deforma-
tion. On the other hand, when a voltage V is applied to two adjacent electrodes, for
instance on the right side as depicted in Figure 4.2, only that part of the active mem-
brane expands as a result of the applied voltage. Thus, this deformed configuration
is not axisymmetric and the apical point moves to the left in addition to an out of
plane displacement. In this fashion, the actuator is able to exert both a normal and a
tangential (leftward in this example) thrust.
























FIGURE 4.2: Top view of the multi-DoF HC-DEA in its rest state (a) where the four independent
electrodes enable the tridimensional displacement of the actuator’s apical point. For example,
when a driving voltage V is applied to the two electrodes on the right-hand side, a displace-
ment is triggered along the x-axis coupled to a displacement along the z-axis (b). The electrode
position within the coupled layers that constitute the active membrane of the actuator is also
highlighted in the x-z section planes (c) and (d).
4.2.2 Manufacturing
The actuator was fabricated with an acrylic elastomer film (VHB 4910, 3M, USA) for
both the active and the passive membranes, carbon conductive grease (Carbon Con-
ductive Grease 846, M.G. Chemicals, Canada) for the electrodes and silicone grease
(8462, M.G. Chemicals, Canada) for the coupling fluid. In order to isolate the elec-
trodes from the external environment, thereby preventing possible damage occur-
ring from the contact with objects, the active membrane was coupled with a second
outer insulating VHB film, as shown in Figure 4.2. In order to obtain an actuator with
a symmetrical shape at rest, the same double layer configuration was used for the
manufacturing of the passive membrane.
The fabrication process of the actuator is described in Figure 4.3.
In particular, Figure 4.3a describes the fabrication procedure of both the active
and the passive membranes, in which two layers of VHB 4910 elastomer, each with
an initial thickness of 1 mm, were equi-biaxially pre-stretched by 300% and secured
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FIGURE 4.3: Schematic representation of the manufacturing process of the actuator. Fabrica-
tion procedure of both the active and the passive membranes (a), assembly of the actuator’s
components (b).
to individual support frames. Due to the incompressibility of the material, the sur-
face expansion of each layer, induced upon prestretch, resulted in a thickness reduc-
tion from the original thickness of 1 mm to 62.5 µm. Carbon grease electrodes were
smeared with a brush and a stencil on both sides of the first layer of the active mem-
brane. Thanks to the high adhesive properties of the VHB elastomer, this first layer
was coupled to the second VHB layer forming a perfect bonding on the surfaces not
covered by the electrodes. Copper tape was used for connecting the electrodes to the
power source. The same procedure was repeated for the fabrication of the double
layer passive membrane, except for the phase of the electrode deposition. The ac-
tive and passive membranes were then coupled together by means of two 3D printed
plastic frames (see Figure 4.3b), and filled with a volume of silicone grease (8462,
M.G. Chemicals, Canada). The grease was inserted using a syringe through a silicone
hose placed between the membranes and secured to the plastic frames. Each actua-
tor resulted in a bubble-like shaped structure filled with 7 ml of coupling fluid, thus
presenting a 30 mm diameter measured in relation to the horizontal plane of sym-
metry and a height of the apical point of 10 mm from the same plane. The driving
voltage V was provided to each electrode pair by thin copper strips with negligible
thickness and stiffness, placed in direct contact with the electrodes. In order for the
multi-DoF HC-DEA to perform object displacement, the actuator was enclosed in the
support structure represented in Figure 4.3b. The structure provides a flat top surface
to support the objects to be displaced, and features a 20 mm diameter hole through
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which the actuator reaches the contact with the object upon activation performing the
actuation cycle described in the following.
4.2.3 Actuation cycle
The actuation cycle adopted to enable the object to slide on the support surface is
described in Figure 4.4. The cycle is composed of four steps, namely A, B, C and
D, specifically designed to trigger the object to slide along one direction of the plane
(with reference to Figure 4.2 in this case along the x-axis from left to right).
FIGURE 4.4: Actuation cycle used to induce the unidirectional motion of a flat object. The first
row shows the pictures of the multi-DoF HC-DEA in each of the four steps of the actuation
cycle (namely A, B, C and D), with its apical point identified by a red marker. A magnification
of the voltage-induced deformation is shown in the second row, where the active membrane is
represented by both the grey line V>0 and by the grey electrodes drawn in the logo (top right
corner). The passive part is represented by the black bold line V=0 and by the black electrodes.
The last row highlights the position of the apical point for each step in the cycle.
At the beginning of the cycle, see Figure 4.4a, the active membrane is in its rest
state: no voltage is applied to the four electrodes of the actuator so that, when it is
enclosed in the support structure, its apical point is just below the top surface of the
support structure in incipient contact with the object. In the second step, described
in Figure 4.4b, the actuator makes contact with the object thanks to the application of
a driving voltage V=3.5 kV to the two electrodes on the right side, which generates
both a vertical and a horizontal displacement of the apical point. Figure 4.4c shows
the third step of the cycle, where the driving voltage is applied to all four electrodes.
During the transition between step B and C, the object can be lifted and displaced
rightward from its original position. From this condition, in the last step of the cycle,
see Figure 4.4d, the voltage on the right side electrodes is switched off, inducing a
further horizontal shift of the object and a drop in the vertical height to the final
position. In this fashion, by repeating the actuation cycle a proper number of times, it
is possible to achieve any desired horizontal displacement as sum of the displacement
generated by one cycle.
It is worth to point out that, the same actuation cycle can be used to trigger the
sliding of the object along the y-axis, simply by activating the two couples of elec-
trodes along that direction. Finally, each electrode in the multi-DoF HC-DEA can
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be activated individually, by different voltage signals, thus enabling the actuator to
follow infinite trajectories.
4.3 Mechanical interaction between the multi-DoF HC-
DEA and objects
During the actuation cycle, the actuator reaches the contact with the object and moves
it on the horizontal plane thanks to the friction force generated through the contact
area. If no slide occurs, according to the Coulomb friction model, the magnitude of
the friction force is a function of both the normal force and the static friction coeffi-
cient. Therefore, in order to calculate the friction force generated on the object at a
given voltage V it is important to know the normal force as function of the driving
voltage V and to identify the value of the static friction coefficient for the object to
be moved. For this reason, we experimentally measured the static friction coefficient
between the active membrane of the actuator and four surfaces of different materi-
als. Also, a test was carried out to identify the relation between the applied voltage
and the normal blocking force exerted by the actuator. Eventually, the actuator was
characterized as soft manipulator in terms of the relation between a geometrical pa-
rameter of the contact area and the normal blocking force and compared with robotic
soft fingers.
4.3.1 Measurement of the static friction coefficient
This subsection reports the measurements performed to calculate the static friction
coefficient occurring between the surface of the actuator and four flat objects made of
plastic, aluminum, plywood and rigid cardboard. In performing the measurements,
the active membrane of the actuator was dusted with talcum powder in order to
prevent pernicious adhesive effects (as required in the usual operational condition).
A conceptual scheme of the experimental set-up carried out to measure the static
friction coefficient between the multi-DoF HC-DEA and the material samples tested
is described in Figure 4.5. The test procedure is as follows. After securing the multi-
DoF HC-DEA on a motorized linear carrier, which allowed for a translation along
a horizontal axis, the first object was glued to a tri-axial ATI Nano 17 force sensor
located on a second linear stage operating along a vertical axis over the actuator.
Thanks to the linear stage, the sensor and the object were lowered until the object
made contact with the actuator’s active membrane. After setting an initial normal
force of 0.1 N, the horizontal linear stage was activated with a velocity of 0.5 mm/s.
Using the sensor to record both the normal force N and the tangential force Ff at the
time of incipient sliding, the static friction coefficient µ = Ff /N was calculated for
each specimen tested, and reported in Table 4.1.
These high values of the static friction coefficient µ allow the actuator to apply
relatively high tangent forces on the object to be moved. Therefore, the actuator can
operate with a gentle touch that makes it suitable for the displacement of delicate
objects as better described in the following.
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FIGURE 4.5: Conceptual scheme of the experimental set-up carried out to measure the static
friction coefficient between the HC-DEA and diverse materials. In the picture, the execution of
the experiment is broken down into four phases. Each phase is furnished with a graph of the
normal and tangential force as functions of the displacement Dx and Dy of the carriers with
respect to their location at the first phase: (a) the vertical carrier, on which a 6-axis ATI-Nano
force/torque sensor and a plate of an established material are mounted, start moving down
along the y-axis; (b) the plate contacts the HC-DEA and the descent of the carrier stops when
a normal force N of 0.1 N is reached; (c) after N reaches 0.1 N, the horizontal carrier moves
along the x-axis at a constant velocity of 0.5mm/s. A tangential force Ff arises on the system
composed of the plate and the ATI sensor through the contact area at the apical point of the
HC-DEA which, in this stage, does not move with respect to the plate; (d) as the horizontal
carrier moves rightwards, the tangential force increases until it reaches a peak value when the
contact area is on the verge of moving. After the peak value, that is the maximum static friction
force we seek, the contact area translates rightwards and Ff slightly decreases at the value of
the kinetic friction force.
4.3.2 Electro-mechanical performance
During phases B, C and D in the actuation cycle (Figure 4.4), the active surface of the
multi-DoF HC-DEA makes contact with the object and generates both normal and
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tangent forces. By modelling the pre-slide regime with the Coulomb friction model
we obtain:
Ff  µN, (4.1)
where Ff is the friction force at the interface object-actuator, µ is the static friction
coefficient and N is the normal force at the interface object-actuator. Since the de-
formation of the multi-DoF HC-DEA is voltage dependent, the resulting normal and
tangent blocking forces are functions of the voltage amplitude V. In order to identify
such relations, an actuation test was performed with a double column dynamometer
(Z005, Zwick Roell, Germany) featuring a measure precision of 0.001 N. Figure 4.6
shows the experimental setup.
FIGURE 4.6: Compression tests of the actuation unit: experimental set-up. The compression
tests of the actuator were performed with a uniaxial testing machine (left) equipped with a
load cell for force measurements. The contact area was approximated with a circle of radius a
(right).
The test procedure was as follows: 1) the multi-DoF HC-DEA actuator was placed
on the horizontal surface of the uniaxial testing machine; 2) the load cell plate was
lowered until an incipient contact with the actuator occurred; 3) the driving voltage
V was applied to the two electrodes on the right-hand side (so as to simulate steps B
or D of the actuation cycle); 4) for each step of the voltage ramp, the readings of the
normal force were recorded after 10 s from the voltage application. Fig. 7 shows the
experimental data as dots on a V-N graph. From Figure 4.7 it turns out that the curve
can be treated with a good approximation as a power function:
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N = f (V) = kVb, (4.2)
from which, through the knowledge of the coefficient of friction, we obtain the
corresponding values of the tangent blocking force Ff as:
Ff = µN = µkVb. (4.3)
Performing a best fitting of the experimental data with the power function (4.2),
the values k=7.646 10-10 NV-b with b=2.354 were obtained, for N expressed in N and
V in V [SI]. Figure 4.7 shows the experimental data and the corresponding best fit-
ting curve of both the normal blocking force N and the tangent blocking force Ff
calculated for µ=0.63. The graph shows that the maximum tangential thrust that a
multi-DoF HC-DEA can exert on a plastic object is around 0.1 N with a voltage of
3.5kV.










































FIGURE 4.7: Plot of the normal blocking force N as a function of the driving voltage V, ex-
perimental data and best fitting function N = f (V)= 7.646 10-10 V2.354. The correspondent
tangential blocking force Ff = µ f (V) is also reported for a static friction coefficient µ=0.63
obtained for the contact with ABS plastic.
4.3.3 Compliance of the active membrane
When the active membrane of the actuator reaches the contact with an object the con-
tact area increases with a non-linear function of the normal force N, and therefore
of the driving voltage V. Since these relations provide information about the com-
pliance of the actuator (e.g. allowing to calculate the contact pressure exerted at the
interface), the contact area A was measured as a function of the driving voltage V
by adding a further step to the test procedure reported in §4.3.2. Indeed, in this case
the active membrane was smeared with a liquid colorant and a piece of graph pa-
per was placed between the load cell plate and the actuator, allowing for measuring
also the contact area imprints. For each step of voltage, the contact imprints were ap-
proximated by a best fitting circle calculated from a digital image analysis performed
with MATLAB, with a 0.5 mm standard error on the estimate of the circle radius. The
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experimental data are plotted as dots in Figure 4.8. In order to compare the compli-
ance of the HC-DEA with respect to other soft parts that are used as reference in soft
robotics, it is worth approximating the nonlinear relation between the contact circle
radius a and the voltage V with the best fitting power function:
a = h(V) = k0Va, (4.4)
where k0=0.315 mmV-a, a=0.352 mm and V is expressed in V [SI]. In Figure 4.8 the




























FIGURE 4.8: The contact circle radius a as a function of the driving voltage V, experimental
data and best fitting function a = h(V) = 0.315V0.352.
Considering both the nonlinear relations f (V) described in (4.2) and h(V) re-
ported in (4.4), it is possible to calculate the expression a = g(N) = h( f 1(N)) to
obtain the nonlinear relation of the circle radius a as a function of the normal force N:







where c = k
0
kg and g = a/b.
By using the coefficients a, b, k and k0 previously defined we calculated c = 7.270
mmN-g with g=0.149, for a expressed in mm and N in N [SI], and consequently we
obtained the nonlinear function g(N) that relates the radius of the contact circle to
the normal force N.
Indeed, this non-linearity between the normal force and contact area is common in
contact mechanics, particularly in the case of soft silicone fingers performing grasp-
ing actions on rigid objects [76]. In order to assess the compliance of the multi-DoF
HC-DEA to these soft silicone fingers a comparison is shown in Figure 4.9. In par-
ticular Figure 4.9 shows that the experimental data and the nonlinear power func-
tion a = g(N) calculated for the multi-DoF HC-DEA are comprised between the two
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curves reported in [76], obtained for a soft silicone finger and a highly viscoelastic fin-
ger made of an artificial skin filled with gel. Figure 4.9 also shows that in the contact
between the multi-DoF HC-DEA and a flat object, for small values of the normal force
N the rate of increase of the contact area slows down as the normal force increases,
whereas for higher values the rate of increase tend to be constant. This behavior is
also observed in soft materials, such as rubber and silicone, as well as in human fin-
gers [76, 77]. Thus, the multi-DoF HC-DEA makes a large area of contact for small






























FIGURE 4.9: Compression force N vs contact circle radius a, experimental data and nonlinear
function a = g(N). The curve a= 7.270 N0.149 obtained for the multi-DoF HC-DEA is in the
range set by the curves a= 2.070 N0.259 relating to a silicone finger and a=6.740 N0.050 relating
to a viscoelastic finger.
4.4 Flat object roto-translation experiments
In this section we describe the experiments performed to prove the capability of a
single multi-DoF HC-DEA to translate a flat object. We also performed an actuation
test with an array of two multi-DoF HC-DEAs, thereby roto-translating the flat object.
The results from the experiments were merely for validating the actuation concept
proposed in the previous sections.
4.4.1 Driving Electronics
To drive the multi-DoF HC-DEAs during the experiments, a custom-made electronics
consisting of 4 modules powered by a 9 V battery was developed. Every module con-
sisted of one channels; each channel was composed by a single high voltage power
MOSFET (IXTF02N450, Ixys USA), a MOSFET driver (TC1427CPA, Microchip Tech-
nology, USA) and a 50 MW resistor (Figure 4.10).
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FIGURE 4.10: The modular electronic circuit employed for the activation of each multi-DoF
HC-DEA.
The MOSFET, in a low side configuration (i.e.: when the load is between the
power source and the MOSFET) worked as a switch, allowing for the maximum actu-
ation voltage of 4.5 kV to be provided to the one actuator. A transistor-transistor-logic
(TTL) signal (generated according to the actuation pattern) controlled the MOSFET
driver, which worked as an interface allowing for a rapid and complete switching of
the MOSFET gate. The 50 MW resistor was placed in parallel to each actuator to pro-
vide a discharge path, enabling the actuator to quickly return to its resting position
when switched off. A four series-connected 8 bit serial-in parallel-out shift register
was added to the system so as to enable the device to be controlled using a single
serial interface instead of 28 GPIO pins. The signals, used to control the actuation
cycles described in §4.2.3, were generated using an Arduino Due.
4.4.2 Translation test
In order to verify the ability of a single multi-DoF actuator to translate a flat object, a
translation test was performed. A Petri dish with a weight of 8 g and a diameter of
90 mm was placed on the actuator’s support and used as the object to be displaced
during the experiment. The motion of the Petri dish placed on the support structure
was triggered by the actuation cycle described in §4.2.3, which was set to last 4 sec-
onds (1 second per step). Following the application of the 3.5 kV driving voltage, the
actuator induced a horizontal translation of the Petri Dish of about 3 mm for each
actuation cycle.
4.4.3 Roto-translation test
While in the previous experiment the translation of the Petri dish was obtained with
just one actuator by applying the frictional force to the object, in order to achieve
the roto-translation motion a torque was also required. As shown in Figure 4.11, two
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multi-DoF HC-DEAs were thus enclosed in a common support structure and secured
through adjustment screws at a mutual distance of 70 mm. The support structure
consisted of a 3D printed ABS plastic plane with a distribution of holes with a 20
mm diameter on which the Petri dish (the same Petri dish used for the translation
experiment) was placed during the test.
Support structure
Actuators
FIGURE 4.11: Setup used for the roto-translation test. Two multi-DoF HC-DEAs enclosed in
the support structure used for the experiment.
In order to induce the roto-translation of the Petri dish placed on the surface of the
support structure, the two actuators of the array represented in Figure 4.11 were ac-
tivated with a combination of multiple translation and rotation phases as described
in the following. In particular, during each translation phase, both actuators oper-
ated clockwise, by repeating the actuation cycle described in Figure 4.4, resulting in
a translation of the Petri Dish of about 3 mm along the x-axis. On the other hand,
during each rotation phase while one actuator operated following the actuation cycle
clockwise, the other actuator reversed its motion operating in the anticlockwise di-
rection. Since the lever distance between the two actuators was 70 mm, this resulted
in the generation of a torque on the Petri dish, due to which a rotation of about 2.25 
per cycle was achieved. Figure 12 shows a still frame sequence of the roto-translation
test and graphical representation of the actuation control sequence. The test con-
sisted of 5 steps of actuation each lasting 16 seconds, namely (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f)
as shown in Figure 4.12. During each step both actuators performed Rotation phases
(R), or Translation phases (T) according to the sequence reported in Figure 4.12. For
each phase we also reported whether the actuator was Activated Clockwise (AC) or
Activated Anticlockwise (AA).
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FIGURE 4.12: Roto-translation sequence of a Petri Dish on an array of two multi-DoF HC-
DEAs. Starting from the rest position (a), in each of the 5 steps of actuation (b), (c), (d), (e) and
(f) both actuators performed rotation phases R, or translation phases T. When both actuators
were Activated Clockwise (AC) a translation phase T was performed, resulting in a translation
of the petri dish along the x-axis Dx=3mm. On the other hand, when the Actuator 1 was
Activated Anticlockwise (AA), a rotation phase R was performed, resulting in a clockwise
rotation of the petri dish Dq = 2.25 .
4.5 Conclusions
In this work we have presented an upgraded version of the Hydrostatically Cou-
pled Dielectric Elastomer Actuator, which exploits the individual activation of four
independent electrodes to achieve a tridimensional motion of its electroactive sur-
face. This feature endows the actuator with a multi-degree of freedom kinematics
that allows for the simultaneous generation of both a normal and a tangent action.
Indeed, the simultaneous generation of both normal and tangential (frictional) forces
distinguishes the proposed actuator from the state of the art, where only push-pull
HC-DEAs are proposed. To demonstrate the capability of the multi-DoF HC-DEA for
its use in the roto-translation of flat objects, an experimental characterization was car-
ried out and phenomenological best fitting laws have been proposed. In particular,
both the normal and the tangent blocking forces, which are functions of the driving
voltage V, were derived from such laws. In addition, the relation between the contact
area and the normal force acting at the interface with the object was obtained by fit-
ting the experimental data with an analytical function describing an extension of the
contact mechanics law of Hertz. This relation showed that the actuator features a gen-
tle touch similar to the soft silicone fingers used in robotics, allowing for its use with
delicate objects. Actuation tests were also conducted to assess the effectiveness of the
multi-DoF HC-DEA in displacing and rotating a flat object. In fact, the soft platforms
based on the push-pull HC-DEAs reported in literature can only displace round ob-
jects, specifically by triggering their rolling. On the other hand, we demonstrated
that by using a minimum of two multi-DoF HC-DEA it is possible to also displace
flat objects in a controllable manner. Therefore, the proposed actuator is suitable for
designing modular soft platforms for roto-translating objects. It can also be adjusted
in size and geometry in relation to the shape, dimensions and weight of the object to
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displace. Of particular interest for such systems is the dimensional scalability. While
HC-DEAs with a diameter in the millimeter scale are reported to be effective [78],
to the best of the authors’ knowledge there are no reports in the literature regarding
an HC-DEA with a diameter over few centimeters. Given that there is likely to be a
limit value for the actuator’s diameter beyond which the weight of the coupling fluid




Stick and slip locomotion of a
Soft Resonant Structure
In this chapter we present a smart robot structure that exploits anisotropic friction to
achieve stick-slip locomotion. The robot is made out of three components: a plastic
beam, a planar dielectric elastomer actuator and four bristle pads with asymmetric
rigid metallic bristles. We show that when the robot is electronically activated at
increasing frequency, its structure exploits the resonance condition to reach the max-
imum locomotion speed. The fundamental frequency of the structure is estimated
both analytically and numerically, allowing the range of frequencies in which the top
locomotion speed was observed during the experiments to be identified. The loco-
motion speed of the robot as a function of the actuation frequency is estimated with
a frequency response analysis performed on a discretised model of the structure, re-
vealing good agreement with the experimental evidence.
A manuscript of this work has been submitted for peer review:
• Calabrese, L., Berardo, A., De Rossi, D. E., Gei, M., Pugno, N. M., and Fantoni,
G. (2019). A soft robot structure with limbless resonant, stick and slip locomo-
tion. Smart Materials and Structures, (submitted).
5.1 Introduction
Nature has always been a source of inspiration for man to construct a large variety
of artefacts. Hence, on the one hand, a large variety of artefacts have been made, all
possessing, to some extent, life-like features. On the other, the world of modern tech-
nology is populated by machines made of strong, rigid, inorganic materials which
exploit thermo-mechanical, electromagnetic and pneumatic/hydraulic energy con-
version principles. In very recent years the field of robotics has seen a fast-growing in-
terest and momentum in emerging knowledge of mechanism and materials exploited
by natural organism to accomplish their living functions. Biologically inspired design
[79], artificial ethology [80], artificial life [81], bio-robotics [82] and soft robotics [83]
are different fields in which these tendencies manifest themselves. The propulsion
and locomotion strategies proper of different animal species have been of interest to
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biologists for centuries and strongly revisited these days [84]. Boneless and limbless
soft-bodied animals have recently attracted the interest of engineers trying to cap-
ture strategies and replicate functions that different species use for survival in dif-
ferent environments. Crawling, ciliary swimming, climbing digging and burrowing,
regulation of particles-surface interactions and peristaltic transport are all functions
under scrutiny by bio-inspired designers. In this paper, we describe a smart struc-
ture endowed with locomotion capabilities which combine resonant activation [85]
and anisotropic friction [86]. While operation at resonance provides a minimum in
energy consumption and speed changes, still maintaining this energy minimum, by
simply tuning body resonance, functional anisotropy offers valid design options for
direction-dependent or orientation-dependent sliding [87]. The structure is actuated
by a dielectric elastomer actuator which, in addition to fast, silent large stroke and
durability [13], also has the capacity of self–sensing [88] which easily enables closed-
loop control [89].
5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Concept design
The robot presented in this work consists of an assembly of three components: a
plastic beam, a planar Dielectric Elastomer (DE) actuator and four bristle pads with
asymmetric rigid bristles, see Figure 5.1a. Since the actuator behaves as a spring with
initial pretension (as better explained in the following), when coupled to the bent
plastic beam it results in a self-standing structure in which elastic energy is stored.
From this configuration (Figure 5.1b, top), owing to the capability of the DE mem-
brane to elongate upon application of a driving voltage V [26], a part of the stored
elastic energy is released, allowing the robot to deform by increasing its length (Fig.
1b, centre): the back bristles stick to the ground and the front bristles slip forward.
In a second phase, when the voltage V is switched off, the DE actuator shortens, re-
turning to its original length. This triggers the forward slip of the back bristles while
the front bristles are stuck to the ground resulting in an overall net displacement dx
(Figure 5.1b, bottom). What is here described as a simple sequence of two steps can
be enhanced by exploiting the vibration properties of the structure and impose an
on-off frequency of the voltage signal close to the resonance frequency of the robot.
5.2.2 Robot components
Dielectric elastomer actuator
As previously reported, DE actuators are electromechanical transducers consisting of
a thin layer of a dielectric elastomer coated on both sides with compliant electrodes.
When a voltage V is applied across the electrodes, the attraction electrostatic forces
squeezes the soft dielectric layer causing a reduction of its thickness and an expansion
of its surface [26]. Since in our case only a unidirectional actuation along the longi-
tudinal direction is needed, we equipped the DE actuator with stiffening elements
aligned in the transverse direction, as previously reported to be effective for this pur-
pose [51, 90]. The DE actuator was manufactured by coupling two layers of an acrylic








FIGURE 5.1: Schematic drawing of the locomotion robot (a) consisting of an assembly of three
components: a plastic beam, a dielectric elastomer actuator and four clawed pads featuring
rigid bristles with an asymmetric orientation. The locomotion cycle (b) starts from the initial
self-standing configuration (top); when a voltage V is applied to the DE actuator, an elongation
is induced resulting in a forward slip of the front bristles (centre); finally, when the voltage is
switched off the DE actuator shrinks, resulting in a forward slip of the back bristles (bottom).
elastomer film (VHB 4910, 3M, USA), each of them featuring a thickness at rest of 1
mm, a width of 12.5 mm and a length of 17.5 mm, chosen because of its well-known
high electromechanical transduction performance in terms of achievable active stress
and actuation speed. To manufacture the actuator, the two VHB 4910 membranes
were equi-biaxially pre-stretched by 300% and attached to individual support frames
allowing for obtaining an actuator with a length of 70 mm and a width of 50 mm.
At this stage, such pre-strain caused a thickness reduction of the coupled layers from
2 mm to 0.125 mm in the regions between the stiffening elements. The use of that
pre-strain is justified by its well-known beneficial effect in terms of increase of elec-
tromechanical actuation [91]. The stiffening elements, consisting of wood sticks of
1.5 mm in diameter and 50 mm in length, were aligned with a uniform pitch of 10
mm. The well-known adhesive properties of the VHB material simplified the man-
ufacturing process by ensuring a proper bonding between the layers, also allowing
for properly retaining the stiffening elements enclosed between them as schemati-
cally represented in Figure 5.2. The DE actuator was eventually removed from the
support frames and coupled with the plastic beam as better explained in the follow-
ing. The compliant electrodes consisted of carbon conductive grease (MG Chemicals,
Canada). The mass of the actuator, measured with a precision scale, accounted for
2.5 g. A schematic of the DE actuator is represented in Figure 5.2.
In order to measure the axial stiffness of the DE actuator about the pre-stretched
configuration, a tensile test with a uniaxial tensile machine was performed. The DEA
was secured to the load cell clamps with an initial length correspondent to the orig-
inal strain of 300% along the longitudinal direction. The tensile test was performed
with a speed of 3 mm/s (corresponding to a strain rate of 0.043 s 1). The test results
are reported in Figure 5.3, in which the increment in force required to elongate the
specimen is reported.











FIGURE 5.2: Schematic drawing of the DE actuator with embedded stiffening elements aligned
along the transversal direction. When a load pre-stretches the actuator, the initial length l0 is
obtained (left). Upon application of a driving voltage V and since the elongation along the
other in-plane direction is prevented by the stiffening elements, the actuator elongates along
the longitudinal direction only reaching the length l < l0.
By noting that the linear fit indicated with a red line interpolates satisfactorily
the experimental data, we computed its slope that corresponds to the stiffness of
the specimen, namely kDEA=29.85 N/m. The reproduction of the same test with a
hyper-electro-elastic model has proven to be difficult due to the lack of reliable and
extensive investigations of the behaviour of the acrylic elastomer under investigation
at large in-plane pre-stretches. The work by Hossain et al. [91] aimed at filling this
gap, however the studied transverse pre-stretch was only up to 200%.
Plastic beam
The plastic beam of the robot was obtained from a 1.5 mm thick flat sheet of solid
polystyrene plastic having a volumetric mass density of 1050 kg/m3, the shape schemat-
ically represented in Figure 5.4 was realized with a CNC milling machine. The beam
features a central part having a width of 20 mm and a length of 100 mm and two
side appendices where, by exploiting the presence of interlocking holes (having a 2.5
mm diameter and 7 mm pitch), the clawed pads are secured. A rectangular opening
on each appendix allowed for coupling the DE actuator to the plastic structure. The
DE actuator was secured to the structure by means of one rigid plastic bar per side
screwed to the structure as previously shown in Figure 5.1. Each rigid plastic bar and
its screws accounted for a weight of 1.25 g.
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FIGURE 5.3: Tensile test of the DE actuator to calculate the tensile stiffness kDEA=29.85 N/m.











FIGURE 5.4: Schematic drawing of the structure of the robot: unbent plastic structure (a),
self-standing operational configuration (b) and particular of the clawed pads featuring the
asymmetric steel bristles (c). All dimensions are expressed in mm.
The polystyrene plastic was characterised by performing a tensile test with a uni-
axial tensile machine on five “dogbone” specimens conforming to the type V shape
reported in the ASTM D638-03. The test speed was 0.0167 mm/s. From the average
values of the experimental data reported in Figure 5.5 we see that the stress-strain
curve begins with a toe region. As stated in the Annex A1 to the ASTM D638-03, this
region does not represent a property of the material since it is caused by a take up of
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slack and alignment or seating of the specimen. Therefore, to obtain a correct value
of the elastic modulus, the stress-strain values must be compensated to give the cor-
rected zero point on the strain or extension axis by following the reported procedure.
According to such procedure, the modulus of elasticity is obtained by extending the
initial linear portion of the load-extension curve and dividing the difference in stress
corresponding to any segment of section on this straight line by the corresponding
difference in strain using the average original area of the cross section in the gauge
length segment of the specimen. Following this procedure for the strain interval 0.014
< # <0.02, the Young’s modulus Y = 1.172 GPa was calculated.





















FIGURE 5.5: Tensile test of the styrene plastic material: experimental stress-strain data and
estimation of the Young’s modulus.
Bristle pads
Two different types of bristle pads were tested. The first one was obtained by 3D
printing a photopolymer resin (Clear FLGPCL02, FormLabs, USA) with a stereolithog-
raphy 3D printer (Form2, FormLabs, USA) eventually exposed to UV rays for 20 min
in order to increase its hardness. The second one consisted of stainless-steel bristles
obtained from a commercial bristle belt used in the textile industry for carding fibres.
Figure 5.6 shows a picture of each pad. As shown in Figure 5.6a, the bristles of the 3D
printed pads were manufactured with six different angles with respect to the vertical
axis (from 15  to 65 ). Despite the change of the angle, each pad featured a constant
height of 6 mm, achieved by compensating the thickness of each base. Each pad pre-
sented a total of 49 bristles arranged in seven rows and seven lines aligned with a
uniform pitch of 1.5 mm on a squared base plate having a 16 mm side dimension.
Each bristle had a diameter of 0.7 mm ending with a sharp tip printed with conver-
gent semi-angle of 13 . The stainless-steel pads were composed of six rows and seven
lines of bristles, aligned with a uniform pitch of 1.5 mm, for a total of 42 steel bristles
on each pad. Each bristle possesses a 5 mm straight part coming out from the rubber
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substrate and an oblique part ending with a sharp tip also measuring 5 mm in length.
As shown in Figure 5.6b, the oblique part presented an angle of 55  with respect to
the vertical axis for a total height of 11 mm.







FIGURE 5.6: Bristle pads: resin 3D printed (a), stainless steel (b).
As better described in the following, during the locomotion tests of the robot both
types of pads operated in contact with a horizontal surface covered with baking pa-
per. For this reason, we measured the static friction coefficient against baking paper
of each pad either in the case of forward or backward sliding with an ad hoc custom-
built setup, shown in Figure 5.7. The setup consisted of three main components: a
tensile testing machine, a linear guide and a slider (Figure 5.7). The linear guide was
made out of rigid polycarbonate, whose top surface was coupled with a baking pa-
per layer by means of double-sided adhesive tape, constituting the reference surface
on which the samples were tested. The sample holder, coupled with the different
samples of the bristle pads, constituted the slider, as shown in the close-up view of
Figure 5.7. The sample holder, whose self-weight corresponded to 7 g, also allowed
for loading the sample with a supplementary mass m = 20 g, needed to maintaining
a proper contact with the surface of the linear guide during the sliding. A double
inextensible wire, connected to the grip of the tensile machine, pulled the slider with
a constant speed of 0.1 mm/s. For each sample, the pulling force, i.e. the friction
force transmitted from the sliding surface to the load cell trough a frictionless roller,
was continuously recorded during the sliding. The self-weight of each 3D printed
bristle pad was measured with a precision scale, the following values were recorded:
0.46 g, 0.51 g, 0.60 g, 0.74 g, 0.93 g and 1.18 g for angles 15 , 25 , 35 , 45 , 55 , 65 ,
respectively. The self-weight of the steel bristle pad accounted for 0.5 g. The total
weight of the slider was calculated by adding the masses of the bristle pad, the sam-
ple holder and the supplementary mass m, allowing for calculating the total normal
force applied to the sample for each test performed.
At the time of incipient sliding, when the detachment force was reached, the
static friction force corresponded to the first maximum peak in the load-displacement
curve. After reaching this peak, the sample started sliding at an approximately con-
stant force value, corresponding to the dynamic friction force. When this value had
stabilized, the test was stopped. The dynamic friction force was taken as the mean
value during the sliding phase. Since no adhesion occurred, both the static and dy-
namic friction coefficients µs and µd were calculated as the ratio between the friction
force (static and dynamic, respectively) and the applied normal load. In Figure 5.8,
we report the experimental results obtained from the friction tests for every pad con-
figuration. From the results, it can be deduced that while the 3D printed pads at first
sight seems to be characterized by a similar behaviour in either forward or backward
sliding, stainless steel pads exhibit a substantial variation in the coefficient of friction
with respect to the sliding direction.
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FIGURE 5.7: Experimental setup for the measurement of the friction force generated at the in-
terface between the testing surface and the bristle pads. The bristle pad sample coupled to the
sample holder and loaded with a mass m = 20 g constituting the slider. A double inextensible
wire allowed for pulling the slider with a tensile machine along the linear guide covered with
a layer of baking paper showed in the enlargement of the picture.
It is worth to point out that the friction coefficient for the 3D printed pads present
variability related to the bristle’s angle. Indeed, from Figure 5.9 we see that both µs
and µd peaks at 35  in case of backward sliding, while it seems that the optimum
value for those coefficients in case of forward sliding lies within the range 35 -45 .
The relatively high value of the friction coefficient for the pad whose angle is 15  can
be explained considering that the bristles may have engaged with the baking paper
surface during the sliding test. For such a low value of the angle the entire load was
applied directly to the bristle tip, possibly inducing a slight indentation.
As shown in Figure 5.8 and highlighted in Figure 5.10, for the 3D printed pads
with a grade up to 35  the friction coefficient measured during the backward sliding












































FIGURE 5.8: Static (a) and dynamic (b) friction coefficients of the six 3D printed bristle pads
(indicated with the values of the angles) and the steel bristle pad.
was greater than that observed during the forward sliding. Conversely, when the
value of the angle increased beyond 35 , an opposite trend was revealed. This trend
may lead to the possibility of a motion inversion of the robot simply triggered by a
variation of its actuation frequency. This behaviour has been already revealed in a
bristle-bot featured by flexible joints between the bristles and the substrate [92, 93].
The one we present here possesses rigid bristles. We do believe this is the reason
why we were not able to observe such motion inversion during the locomotion tests
we performed. Nonetheless, we also believe that a motion inversion is possible by
optimizing the bristle’s design.
5.2.3 Robot manufacturing
Upon coupling with the plastic beam, the DE actuator was subject to a tensile load
along the longitudinal direction. Due to the highly viscoelastic behaviour of the VHB
acrylic elastomer, its length increased from 70 mm to 110 mm after 24 hours, resulting
in an increase of its longitudinal pre-stretch from the initial 300% up to 529%. This
caused a further average thickness reduction of the DE membrane from 0.125 mm












































































































15° 25° 35° 45° 55° 65° 15° 25° 35° 45° 55° 65°
FIGURE 5.9: Static and dynamic friction coefficients of the 3D printed bristle pads for increas-
ing value of the bristle’s angle.
to 0.080 mm, calculated assuming material incompressibility. As better described in
the following, during the locomotion tests the robot was eventually loaded on its top
with a lumped mass m = 9 g made out of two metallic bolts coupled together by
means of a double-sided adhesive tape of negligible weight.
5.2.4 Estimation of the fundamental frequency
The analysis of the locomotion of the robot requires the estimate of the fundamental
frequency fn of the system that is computed in this section following two approaches:
the one that is first presented is based on the Rayleigh’s quotient method, the second
one relies on a finite element computation.
Analytical: Rayleigh’s quotient method
The fundamental frequency of the robot is estimated through the Rayleigh’s quotient
[94] on the structure schematically represented in Figure 5.11. In this calculation, the
asymmetry induced by the bristles is neglected and therefore the structure is con-
sidered symmetric and only its left-hand half is studied, being composed of six sub-
systems, namely the beam segment EF, the parts AB, BD and DE, the spring DO and
the lumped mass m/2. Slider constraints are imposed along the symmetry axis y in
F and O. The horizontal length l/2 = 55 mm and the height h = 25 mm correspond to
the half-length of the dielectric elastomer actuator and to the rise of the beam in the
operational configuration, respectively. The curved beam DFD’ can be satisfactorily














15° 25° 35° 45° 55° 65°
FIGURE 5.10: Variation of the backward vs forward sliding static and dynamic friction coeffi-
cients of the 3D printed bristle pads for increasing value of the bristle’s angle. The error bar
associated with each value of Dµs and Dµs is calculated according to the variance sum law.











and its slope in D, namely y0( l/2), provides the angle q̄.
When the square wave voltage signal is applied to the elastomer actuator, the
structure of the robot vibrates about its initial configuration with the fundamental
mode sketched in Figure 5.12. We assume that during this motion, the parts AB and
BD undergo a rigid rotation about point D as represented in the detail of Figure 5.12.
By considering the static scheme of the beam shown in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12,
with an application of the principle of the virtual work it is possible to calculate that
an arbitrary horizontal infinitesimal displacement dx in D generates a vertical dis-
placement in F whose value is 1.772 dx. With reference to Figure 5.11, we introduce
the curvilinear abscissa s on the beam segment DF, and the coordinates h and x on
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AB and BD, respectively. The displacements of actuator DO is described by the coor-
dinate x.
FIGURE 5.11: Schematic representation of the robot structure. Top: longitudinal section. Bot-
tom: top view of the detail of the connection between curved beam, straight actuator and
clawed pads (whose perimeters are sketched with dashed lines) (left) and detail of the cross
sections (right). Coordinate z describes the out-of-plane axis. Dimensions are expressed in
mm.
FIGURE 5.12: Schematic representation of the robot about the initial configuration of equilib-
rium. An imposed horizontal displacement dx in D induces a vertical displacement 1.772dx in
F. The magnification shows the kinematics of the rigid motion of the structure about point D.
When the system is vibrating in its fundamental eigenmode, by assuming a sepa-
rable solution for the generic displacement w of its points, for each component of the
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system we can formally write
w(y, t) = W(y) sin (wnt) = (wx(y)i + wy(y)j) sin (wnt), (5.2)
where W(y) is an eigenfunction that approximately represents the shape of the sys-
tem and wn is the vibration circular frequency. In (5.2), y represents the generic ab-
scissa describing each element of the structure. In particular, y ⌘ s for the segments
DE and EF, y ⌘ h for AB, y ⌘ x for the segment BD and y ⌘ x for the spring DO.
The vertical displacement of mass m/2 corresponds to the same quantity of the beam
segment EF at point F.
The Rayleigh’s quotient allows the evaluation of the frequency fn = wn/(2p) by
equalling maximum strain (Umax) and maximum kinetic (Kmax) energies computed









where the two energies are written as a sum of contributions of the six subsystems,
each described by index i running from 1 to 6, as detailed in the following. Note, how-
ever, that for some elements the maximum strain energy is vanishing. It should be
emphasised that due to the form (5.2) of the eigenmode, in the interval t 2 [0, 2p/wn[
the maximum strain energy for each element is reached at t = p/(2wn), while the
maximum kinetic energy is to be sought at t = 0.
Beam EF (i = 1). For the beam segment EF, we assume that its shape during the
vibration is described by the shape function W(s) = wx(s)i + wy(s)j whose compo-
nents are








where L = 120 mm. In eq. (5.4), i and j are the component of an orthonormal basis







where the mass per unit length µ1= 0.0315 kg/m is calculated over a length of 0.05 m
(that corresponds to the half-length of the central beam as shown in Figure 5.11 and
a superposed dot indicates differentiation with respect to time. The transverse com-
ponent of the total displacement, which is the one contributing to the elastic strain
energy when the axial elongation of the beam is neglected, is given by
wtr(s, t) = w(s, t) cos g(s), (5.6)
where g = p2   a + b, with a = tan 1(y0(x)) and b = tan 1(wx(s)/wy(s)).
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where Izz is the second moment of area of the beam cross section (see Figure 5.11)
and a dash denote differentiation with respect to the coordinate s.
Beam DE (i = 2). The shape of the beam segment DE is also described by the
shape function W(s) defined through the components (5.4). Assuming that the sec-
tion vibrates as a rigid body, the strain energy is U2 = 0, whereas the kinetic energy







where the mass per unit length µ2= 0.2983 kg/m is calculated taking into account
the weights of both the plastic structure between points D and E (Figure 5.11) and the
rigid plastic bar screwed on it.
Segment AB (i = 3). This is a rigid body, therefore U3 = 0. Considering a uniform
mass distributed along AB whose density (per unit length) is µ3= 0.273 kg/m (µ3 is









where the components of the displacement along x and y are
wx(h) = dx + x̄dq sin q̄, (5.10a)
wy(h) =  x̄dq cos q̄   hdq, (5.10b)
respectively.
Segment BD (i = 4). BD is considered as a rigid body as well, then U4 = 0.
Considering a uniform mass distribution µ4= 0.1181 kg/m, the kinetic energy of BD








where the components of the displacement along x and y are now given by
wx(x) = dx + x̄dq sin q̄, (5.12a)
wy(h) =  x̄dq cos q̄. (5.12b)
Dielectric elastomer actuator (i = 5). The DE actuator is modelled as a spring of
length l/2, therefore the stiffness is twice that computed in § 5.2.2, namely 2kDEA=








wy(h) = 0. (5.13b)
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Eq. (5.3) can be solved for wn to obtain the estimation of the fundamental frequency
fn. The values fn=24.29 Hz and fn=19.77 Hz were calculated for m=0 and m=9 g,
respectively.
Numerical: finite element analysis
The Finite Element Method (FEM) was used to numerically estimate the eigenfre-
quencies and the modal shapes of a 3D model of the robot. The model was developed
with the Solid Mechanics module of the COMSOL Multiphysics v. 5.0 software. In
this model, the polystyrene plastic beam was considered as a linear elastic material.
While the Young’s modulus Y was obtained with the tensile test reported in § 5.2.2,
the value of the Poisson’s modulus n = 0.32 was adopted from literature [95]. We ex-
ploit the symmetry of the structure by imposing a null displacement of the centreline
in F along x and z, and a roller constraint along both the edges in D and D’ which
corresponds to the static scheme reported in § 5.2.4. We assume that the shape of
the central beam in the deformed configuration is given by (5.1) while all the other
dimensions are as reported in Figure 5.4. The lumped mass m and the masses due
to the bristle pads, to the rigid bar and its screws and the mass of the DE actuator
are assigned as edge loads along the edges defined by the points F, A, E and D, re-
spectively. The DE actuator is modelled as a linear spring by assigning a “Spring
Foundation” constraint with 2kDEA= 59.70 N/m in correspondence of each roller.
The structure was meshed with 9167, 6738, 1410 and 132 tetrahedral, triangular, edge
and vertex quadratic elements respectively by using the COMSOL mesh subroutine.
The meshed structure is shown in Figure 5.13. The eigenfrequencies and the cor-
respondent modal shapes, for both the loaded with m=9 g and the unloaded case,
were obtained by using the COMSOL’s “Eigenfrequency Study” solver. The values
fn=22.79 Hz and fn=18.12 Hz were calculated for m=0 and m=9 g, respectively.
5.2.5 Frequency response analysis: calculation of net displacement
and locomotion speed
In this section, we report about the FEM model developed to calculate the overall net
displacement of the robot dx during each actuation cycle as a function of the actuation
frequency f . To do so we modified the numerical model presented in § 5.2.4 by taking
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FIGURE 5.13: Mesh of the robot plastic structure about the initial configuration of equilibrium.
The DE actuator is not visually represented since its presence is imposed as equivalent spring
constraints to the plastic structure.
in account the viscoelastic response of the DE actuator, as better explained in the
following of this section. This allowed the theoretical locomotion speed along the
x-axis vx, namely
vx = f dx, (5.17)
to be estimated and compared with the experimental measurements.
The structure was loaded with a force Fx, applied as a step load in correspondence
of the external edge identified on the plastic structure by the point D (see Figure 5.11)
with frequency f to simulate the effect of the voltage driving. The force was set to Fx
= 0.25 N since for this value the total displacement dx obtained from the model with
a static analysis was equal to that measured in the lab, namely dx= 1 mm.
The frequency response of the robot highly depends on the mechanical damping
of its deformable components: the polystyrene plastic beam and the VHB 4910 DE
actuator. The damping of the polystyrene plastic beam was modelled with a rate-
independent isotropic structural loss factor h= 0.04 [96], which is defined as the ratio
of the energy dissipated per cycle to the maximum strain energy stored. The fre-
quency response of the DE actuator requires a more accurate modelling due to its
highly frequency-dependent viscoelastic behaviour [97]. For this reason, we mod-
elled it as a Kelvin-Voigt material, which consists of a purely viscous damper and
a purely elastic spring connected in parallel [98] as shown in Figure 5.14. For this





where Cd is the coefficient of viscous damping and 2kx is the stiffness of the VHB
material.
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FIGURE 5.14: Kelvin-Voigt model adopted to describe the viscoelastic behaviour of the DE
actuator.
Since the elastomer is loaded with a time-dependent load, it presents a rate-dependent
viscoelastic behaviour that results in a reduction of the relaxation time constant t for
increasing values of the longitudinal stretch rate dl/dt. In particular, by assuming
the nonlinear nonaffine model presented in [99], we find that such relation monoton-







where A= 2.94s1 B, B = 1.12 and dl/dt is the stretch rate of the elastomer (re-
sponse) that we assume being coincident with the frequency f (stimulus) of the volt-
age input of the DE actuator during each actuation cycle between the range 1  f 
30 Hz. By equating (5.18) and (5.19) we get the expression of coefficient Cd as a func-
tion of the frequency f , namely






It is worth to point out that the model leading to eq. (5.19) is validated [99] with an
experimental investigation performed on VHB specimens longitudinally pre-stretched
up to 6 times their initial length, for frequencies spanning over four orders of mag-
nitude (6.7·10 5 – 0.67 Hz). In our case we have a biaxial stress state with a similar
longitudinal stretch but also a transverse stretch and higher actuation frequencies.
However, despite these discrepancies, due to the lack of both experimental data and
models available in literature, by taking into account higher frequencies and biax-
ial stretch states, we adopt this model to describe the behaviour of our DE actuator,
although a certain grade of approximation might be introduced. The model was anal-
ysed with the COMSOL’s “Frequency Domain Study” solver in the range of frequen-
cies investigated in the experiments allowing for obtaining the frequency dependent
displacements of the structure reported in the following. The chosen frequency step
was D f = 0.1 Hz.
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5.2.6 Locomotion test: experimental setup and test procedure
The experimental setup here described was conceived to measure the locomotion
speed of the robot as a function of the actuation frequency of the DE actuator. In this
regard, a 0.3 m long testing track consisting of a flat surface coated by a thin sheet
of baking paper to achieve homogeneous roughness was used as a surface course.
A laser optical transducer (optoNCDT, Micro-Epsilon, USA) was used as finish line,
while a high-voltage amplifier (Model 10/10B, Trek Inc., USA) provided the driv-
ing voltage. The generator was connected to the electrodes of the DE actuator by
means of two thin metal stripes and thin wires to avoid any constraint during the
locomotion. A square wave voltage signal V, with 6 kV of amplitude, was provided
to the DE actuator with frequencies within the range 5-30 Hz. A custom made Lab-
View program allowed for simultaneously applying the driving voltage to the DE
actuator (thus triggering the locomotion of the robot) and record the time of its appli-
cation. Both the voltage and the time counter were automatically switched off when
the robot reached the vertical laser beam located at the end of the testing track. For
each frequency tested, the average locomotion speed of the robot was obtained by
measuring the time needed to complete the full length of the testing track. Each loco-
motion test was repeated five times, allowing for obtaining the experimental speed
values in terms of mean and standard deviation. Figure 5.15 shows a picture of the
experimental setup used for the tests.
FIGURE 5.15: Picture of the experimental setup.
5.3 Results and discussion
The locomotion tests revealed that a forward displacement dx was observed only
when the robot was equipped with the steel bristle pads. Conversely, a vibration
about the starting position, with no net displacement, was recorded when the robot
was equipped with the 3D printed bristles for any whole frequency in the range 5-30
Hz. This evidence suggests that the magnitude of the frictional anisotropy gener-
ated by the robot’s bristles plays a key role for achieving a forward motion. Indeed,
as shown in Figure 5.8, the 3D printed bristles featured a much smaller frictional
anisotropy compared to the steel ones; this result justifies the inability of the robot
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to advance on the surface chosen for the experiments. The experimental values of
the locomotion speed measured during the tests performed with the steel bristles are
shown with blue circles in Figure 5.16.
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FIGURE 5.16: Locomotion speed vx vs actuation frequency f : experimental data and model
prediction for the unloaded (top) and loaded with m=9 g (bottom) robot. Bars represent the
standard deviation of measures. The two dotted lines represent the fundamental frequency fn
calculated with either the Rayleigh’s quotient method (on the right in both plots) or the FEM
modal analysis (on the left in both plots).
In particular, Figure 5.16(bottom) reports the locomotion speed measured for the
robot loaded with a lumped mass m=9 g whereas Figure 5.16(top) shows the results
for the case of unloaded robot. We observe that the locomotion speed increased in
both cases up to a maximum value, namely 3.0 cm/s at an actuation frequency of 19
Hz in the former case and 4.7 cm/s at f =23 Hz in the latter. The two vertical dotted
lines drawn in each graph mark the fundamental frequencies fn estimated with the
two methods described in Section § 5.2.4. The data reported Figure 5.16 show that for
both the cases of unloaded and loaded robot, the maximum value of the experimental
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locomotion speed lies within the range of fundamental frequencies calculated with
the two proposed methods. In particular, the Rayleigh’s quotient method gives an
upper-bound estimate of fn whereas the FEM calculations provide values that are
approximately 6.5% and 9.5% lower with respect to the former for the unloaded and
the loaded robot, respectively. From the superposition between the experimental
data and the locomotion speed model predictions, calculated with the FEM frequency
response analysis described in Section § 5.2.4, we see that the model predicts a rising
locomotion speed up approximately to the fundamental frequency. For higher values
of the frequency f , the model foresees lower values of the speed vx in a fairly good
agreement with the experimental data. In the absence of any damping mechanism,
we would have expected an unbounded, asymptotic behaviour for the locomotion
speed at the fundamental frequency fn computed via FEM (indicated with ‘FEM’
in Figure 5.16), that also represents the resonance frequency for the system. In the
current framework, the peak of the locomotion speed is slightly shifted to the right
with respect to fn as, in eq. (5.17), the displacement is multiplied by the frequency
f itself. The behaviour highlighted in the previous paragraph can be explained by
considering that the frequency response of the robot is given by a combination of its
eigenmodes. Indeed, for increasing value of the actuation frequency from zero to the
first eigenvalue, the structure would tend to vibrate according to the first eigenmode,









FIGURE 5.17: Eigenfrequencies and modal shapes of a 3D model of the robot: first vibration
mode for the unloaded (top left) and loaded with m=9 g (top right) robot; second vibration
mode for the unloaded (bottom left) and loaded with m=9 g (bottom right) robot.
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Since the first eigenmode is symmetric, the net displacement dx is given by the
sum of two components that are equal in modulus. Conversely, when the robot
vibrates according the second eigenmode (shown in Figure 5.17, bottom), which is
asymmetric, the net displacement dx sharply decreases. This behaviour highlights
the importance of identifying the correct value of the first eigenfrequency in order to
maximise the locomotion speed.
As previously anticipated, the fundamental frequency fn of the robot decreases at
an increase of the weight of the lumped mass. Figure 5.18 shows the experimental
data points correspondent to the value of fn measured at the maximum locomotion
speed (i.e. in correspondence with the natural vibration frequency) and the outcome
of both FEM analysis (red solid line) and Rayleigh’s quotient method (solid blue line),
the former interpolating a finite number of points whose distance along the abscissa
corresponds to Dm = 0.1 g. The agreement between tests and theory is very good.































FIGURE 5.18: Fundamental frequency vs lumped mass weight. The experimental data corre-
sponding to the peak values of the locomotion speed, namely 19 Hz for m=9 g and 23 Hz for
m=0 are marked by dots. The blue solid line represents the predictions of the Rayleigh’s quo-
tient method whereas the red solid one refers to the FEM calculations performed with a step
along the abscissa corresponding to Dm=0.1 g.
Despite the inability of the 3D printed bristles to trigger locomotion for such low
grade of frictional anisotropy, it is worth to point out that the effect of the bristle’s
angle on the actuation performance might be relevant when the frictional anisotropy
reaches the threshold. Indeed, when a set of bristles reaches the frictional anisotropy
threshold for locomotion, since the frictional anisotropy is null when both the back
and front bristle’s angle are either 0  or 90 , it must be that that for an intermedi-
ate value of the bristle’s angle the frictional anisotropy is maximised. In our case,
from the friction measurements performed on the 3D printed bristles reported in Fig-
ure 5.9, we see that both the static and dynamic friction coefficients peak for an angle
of 35  for a backward sliding, while it seems that the maximum value is in the range
35 - 45  when the sliding is forward. The relatively high value of friction observed
for the angle whose value is 15  in both the backward and the forward sliding might
be explained with the indentation occurred between the sharp tips and the paper,
which is reasonable to observe for such a low value of the bristle’s angle. Either the
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identification of the optimum value of such an angle to achieve the maximum loco-
motion speed or the investigation of other kind of bristles might be the goals of a
future work.
5.4 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented the concept of a novel kind of limbless resonating
locomotion robot supported by four pads with asymmetric metallic rigid bristles.
The forward motion of the robot was generated by the voltage-driven elongation
of the dielectric elastomer actuator that triggers a partial release of the elastic en-
ergy stored in the plastic beam, enabling the stick-slip locomotion favoured by the
frictional anisotropy of the pads. The locomotion speed reached a maximum in the
vicinity of the fundamental frequency of the system that was estimated either ana-
lytically or numerically. The behaviour of the robot was successfully captured by a
numerical model where the damping characteristics of the elastomer were simulated
with a Kelvin-Voigt rheological scheme.
We have also 3D-printed and tested similar robots equipped with resin pads with
different bristle’s angles. However, all those systems proved not to be able to display
any forward motion. The reason is to be found in the lack of anisotropy of the friction




6.1 Summary and Outlook
The work presented in this thesis is divided into three sets of investigations.
The first one, presented in Chapter 3, is about the use of dielectric elastomer actua-
tors for the development of soft active compression bandages. Such bandages may be
worn as a medical aid to counteract dynamically, rather than statically, limb swelling
due to various pathologies or conditions. Since dielectric elastomers require high
voltage to operate, the problem of proper electrical insulation to prevent electrical
shocks was solved by using soft silicone layers coating the dielectric elastomer active
layers. In doing so, we showed that the passive layers coating the bandage have a
function that goes beyond those of electrical protection and mechanical impedance
matching. Indeed, evidences about the existence of an optimum value of the passive
layer thickness were found. Also, we found that the variation of the voltage-induced
contact pressure increases with the number of active layers, with a saturation trend.
A theoretical framework, specifically developed for the case of prestretched multi-
ple layers, was also developed. These outcomes are expected to serve as help for
future improvements of the design, implementation and manufacturing process of
prestretched multi-layer electroactive bandages.
Suggestions for further studies specific to this kind of actuator were included
in §3.8.
The second work, presented in Chapter 4, reports about the use of dielectric elas-
tomers in a soft actuator designed for the manipulation of delicate and fragile objects.
This actuator, which is an upgraded version of the Hydrostatically Coupled Dielectric
Elastomer Actuator presented by Carpi et al. [28], enables for generating a 3D trajec-
tory (instead of a push-pull action allowed by the older version) thanks to a new
design featuring segmented electrodes. This new feature endows the actuator with
a multi-degree of freedom kinematics that allows for the simultaneous generation of
both a normal and a tangent voltage-induced action. We found that, for this kind
of actuators, the relation between the contact area and the normal force acting at the
interface with an object is given by an analytical function (obtained by fitting the ex-
perimental data) describing an extension of the contact mechanics law of Hertz. This
relation showed that the actuator features a gentle touch similar to the soft silicone
fingers used in robotics, hence allowing for its use with delicate objects.
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Future works may be required to study the dimensional scalability of HC-DEAs.
Indeed, while the literature reports on millimeter scale HC-DEAs, there seems to be a
lack of knowledge regarding HC-DEAs with a diameter over a few centimeters. Also,
as highlighted for the soft active compression bandage developed in Chapter 3, the
influence of thicker coating layers on the actuation performance may be of interest
for applications where the direct contact with humans might be required.
The third work, presented in Chapter 5, shows a locomotion robot composed of a
linear DE actuator and a flexible beam. Thanks to the presence of asymmetric rigid
bristles the robot is able to perform locomotion when the DE actuator is activated. We
demonstrated that when the robot is actuated at increasing frequency, its structure ex-
ploits the resonance condition to reach the maximum locomotion speed. The range of
frequencies in which the top locomotion speed was observed during the experiments
was accurately estimated both analytically and numerically. The locomotion speed of
the robot as a function of the actuation frequency was also estimated with a frequency
response analysis performed on a discretised model of the structure, revealing good
agreement with the experimental evidence.
Future developments may lead to the design of a fully autonomous untethered
version of this robot, where all the electronics and batteries needed could be put
in place of the lumped mass, actually taken into account by both the analytic and
numerical models presented. Indeed, the increasing energy density of lithium-ion
batteries in conjunction with the miniaturization of the high voltage electronics high-
lighted in §3.8.3 may soon lead to the development of a new class of autonomous soft
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Dielectric elastomer (DE) actuators are electromechanical transducers that essentially 
consist of one layer of an insulating soft elastomer coated on both sides with compliant 
electrodes. When a voltage is applied between the electrodes, an electrostatic pressure 
deforms the elastomer triggering the motion of the actuator. In this thesis, this principle 
is exploited for the development of three different actuators: an electroactive 
compression bandage, a hydrostatically coupled actuator for use in the field of soft 
manipulators and a dielectric elastomer based inchworm-like robot able to perform 
locomotion. By doing so, several challenges related to the design, to the modeling and 
to the manufacturing of this kind of devices are raised and tackled. 
During the development of the electroactive compression bandage, the issue of 
electrical insulation and prevention of electrical discharge in wearable devices was 
addressed by using coating layers as an interface between the DE actuator and the 
human body. Both experimental investigations and a finite electro-elasticity analytical 
model showed that the passive layers play a key role for an effective transmission of 
the actuation from the active layers to the load. Indeed, the model showed that by 
increasing the number of electroactive layers, the pressure variation can be increased, 
although with a saturation trend, providing a useful indication for future designs of such 
bandages. The second piece of work here reported consists in a design upgrade of the 
Hydrostatically Coupled Dielectric Elastomer Actuator (HC-DEA), already known in the 
literature,  that enable its use in the field of soft manipulators. The new design features 
segmented electrodes, which stand as four independent elements on the active 
membrane of the actuator, enabling it for generating both out of plane and in plane 
motions. This novel design makes the actuator suitable for delicate transportation of a 
flat object. This capability was proven via an experimental investigation in which a flat 
Petri dish was roto-translated on a platform composed of two actuators. The 
electromechanical transduction performance of the actuator was characterized and its 
contact mechanics was modeled.Finally, a smart robot structure that exploits 
anisotropic friction to achieve stick-slip locomotion is presented.  The robot, which is 
made out just of a plastic beam, a planar dielectric elastomer actuator and four bristle 
pads with asymmetric rigid metallic bristles, exploits the resonance condition to reach 
the maximum locomotion speed. The fundamental frequency of the structure, which 
was estimated both analytically and numerically, was identified within the range of 
frequencies in which the top locomotion speed was observed during the experiments to 
be identified.
